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Interviews
Interviews for those interested In
serving on Sparta Camp or Orientation (amp committees will be held
10-12 n.111. and 2-4 p.m. until Tkednesday, according to Randy Kern, A.S.
personnel selection officer. Those interested should contact Kern In the
A.S. offices in the College Union.

by Don Pr k ,
SJS STUDENT Roger Flores (top photo, left), and an
unidentified Black Beret confront a shopper at Lucky’s
Store at 7th and Santa Clara Streets during the sixth
week of the grape boycott. Sid Flores (bottom photo,
left), and the Beret explain to the student the plight of

the farm worker and Lucky’s refusal to remove table
grapes from their shelves. The only way to convince the
Lucky chain to remove the grapes is to affect them economically, insist the pickets.

IT, ill CROCCil
l)aiIst:Ilf Writer
The College Lel ri Board of Governors (CUBG I yesterday lifted its temps rary restraining erder against allowing Career I vs s recruitment to be held
in the (’,.11(:., tnt is.
Represent:, tis cs filen a group calling
to Keep the Union
itself Ste!;eot
Open presented the board with a statement signed by some 3,685 SJS students and faculty members.
Basically, the petilien asked that the
rd dissolve the enter and prevent a
!,,!r!nanent. restrict is in against closure
-I the College Union for Career Days
it isities.
NOT MORAL DECISION
In the proclamation to the board,
the Open Union group said, "... this is
not a moral decision regarding discrimination, racism, war mongering, imperialism, war protesting, violence, or
other philosophical or emetional topics."
Debate centered chiefly around the
Irought up by CUBG chairman.
1.icurance, which concerned the
safety factor involved.
Lieurance nide(’ that violence and
demonstrations have been connected

Sneing. Registration Fees
On the Rise Once Again
By CRAIG TIDNFt:
Daily Staff Writer
Registration fees have jumped $4 for
full time students for the spring semester. making the bill $74 for each student

registering

for

more

than

six

units.
Students taking six units or less
face a $38.50 payment, $2 more than
last fall.
Fees will increase again at least $2
for the fall 1970 registration, according
to the cashier’s office.
A $3 increase in the materials and
serviee fee, making $54, and the institut b!it et a new $1 facilities fee accrunt
fur the rise in full-time fees. The facilities levy and a $1 increase in materials
and services. $27, make up the part
time students’ new payment.
Materials and service fees are set
by the Board of Trustees and pay for
student services not covered by the
tax dollar.

The facilities fee has initially been
ticketed to help build student health
facilities. The account, however, can
be converted to subsidize any student
service in the future, according to Jack
White of the student financial aids
office.
The facilities fee applies to all state
colleges and will increase to $3 per
student in the fall of 1970.
This account, according to White, is
essentially a long range program. Such
special funds are created, he said, to
protect the monies.
California law directs that any
money not spent by the state colleges
at the end of the year must return to
the state general fund.
The $10 associated students and the
$9 college union fees remain unchanged.
The former operates the A.S. programs
and the latter is used to pay off the
loan that financed the College Union.
Part time students are charged a $6
A.S. fee and a $4.50 College Union fee.

1970
Thurs.
Jan. 15
Friday
Jan. 16

Sat.
Jan. 17
Mon.
Jan. 19
Tues.
Jan. 20
-Wed.
Jan. 21

7:30-9:45

Free
No Finals
Permitted

11:30
Group 11 )
Classes I

The following departments have announced their plans regarding pre-registration.
Only at the
Business Department
graduate level, by contacting Dr. Carl
Butler.
Aeronautics Department -- Sign-up
s heets available in the department
office for lower division students.
InLaw Enforcement Department
tent to register sheets are available,

Legislature To Get
Reagan Tax Plan

Jan. 22

11:30
Group 1
Classes

1:00-3:15

3:30-5:45

Experimental I For. Lang.
History I 7A ) Deptls..*4:30
Classes I Group II
12:30
Group 11
Classes

12:30
Group 1
Classes

Thursday
Night
Classes
4:30
Group I
Classes

7:30
Group II
Classes

3:30
Group 1
Classes

3:30
Group II
Classes

Monday
Night
Classes

0:30
Group II
Classes

8:30
Group I
Classes

2:30
Group II
Classes

2:30
Group I
Classes

Tuesday
Night
Classes

9:30
Group I
Classes

9:30

1:30
Group 1
Classes

1:30
Group 11
Classes

Wednesday
Night
Classes

10:30
Group II

Classes

10:30
Group 1
Classes

Make-ups for Postponed Examinations.

Group Classes meet Daily, MWF, M, W, F, MTW, MWTh, MTWF, MW,
MF, WF, MWThF.
Group 1 classes meet TTh, T, Th, TWTh, MITh, TThF, MTThF, MTWTh,
TWThF.
Examinations for daily and four-day classes may, at the option of the instructor, extend over the two examination periods which they control.
5:00 and 5:30 classes will have their finals at the last regular class meeting.
*If desired, the time of this examination period may be changed to 4:306:45.
To avoid a conflict in finals a student must not sign up for two classes in
the same group at the same hour.

Gov. Reagan

said yesterday he hopes to send his
1970 tax reform peagram to the legislature by the end of next week and it
may contain boosts in the income or
sales taxes.
Those new revenues would be designed to pay for the main goal of the
to reduce the property
program
tax burden in California, a major
pledge iof the Republican governor and
the legislature the past three years.

7:00-9:15

7:30
Group 1
Classes

Group II
Classes

SACRAMENTO(AP)

P.M. EXAMINATIONS

All Women’s Physical Education General Education
Activity Classes Except Modern Dance.

-Thurs.

10:00-12:15

VARIED OPINIONS
Students and faculty trom the gallery
voiced many opinions on why the
College Union should remain open.
Emphasis was given to the fact that
students are paying for the building
and its operation (approximately $31000 a semester).
After almost an hour of discussion,
the CUBG repealed the restraining
order with a 5-1-2 vote.
The board then discussed the possibility of an amendment which would
grant the College Union Director, Ron
Barrett, the authority to temporarily
suspend any such activity (held in the

College Union) he might believe to be
injurious to students or the College
Union itself.
This matter was tabled for further
discussion at next Thursday’s meeting.
GAMES AREA
In other business, the board heard a
request from Barrett concerning the
Games Area on the first level of the
Union. Barrett said that Games Area
personnel had recommended the following:
Priority be given to SJS students for
games and equipment; two bowling
lanes would remain open for use while
scheduled classes used the other eight
lanes; a deposit of a driver’s license,
California State identification card or
five dollars would be necessary to
check out equipment, instead of an
A.S. card; the Games Area would only
be open to SJS students, faculty and
staff, and a "reasonable number of
guests; and no one under 18 years of
age would be allowed unless accompanied by a student or involved in a
pre-arranged group.
The request was passed unanimously.
Also heard by the board was a request for approval of a book exchange
to be held in the College Union Ballroom at the end of this semester.
The CUBG approved the request,
which would allow two days to be reserved for students to turn in textbooks
to volunteers in the Ballroom.
Prices would be set on the books
which would average 25 to 75 cents
more than the bookstore would normally give the student.

Pre-Registration Announced
By Various Departments

FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE
FOR FALL 1969-70
A.M. EXAMINATIONS)

with the Career Days program for the
past few years, and an activity such
as this should not be allowed in the
College Union where innocent parties
could be harmed or killed.
Specifically, Lieurance said that with
police confrontations ,student activists,
and the large number of people on the
third level of the Union, it would be
quite possible for someone to fall 3i!le
floors over the wooden railing.
The question of other facilities was
mentioned. Dr. Edward W. Clemens,
who is in charge of the Career Days
program, had said at an earlier meeting
that there were other facilities on the
campus available for recruitment purposes. Yesterday, however, Dr. Clements reported that after an investigation of available locations, it was
learned that the third level College
Union Ballroom was the only campus
facility suitable for the function. He
cited size and availability.

Survival Faire Offers Big ($$$) Chance
Aspiring artists especially concerned
with the ecological problems facing our
world today have the opportunity to
put their creativity to work for fun
and profit during the Survival Faire,
Monday through Friday, Feb. 16-20,
During the faire, a week-long program of films, photographs, graphics,
poetry, and exhibits suggesting ways to
creatively re -use waste will be judged.
All entries must be received by
Feb. 11.
Interested students should contact
the Survival Faire office, Room 3 in
Building W, or call 287-9228.
Entries submitted should deal with
the general subniet of ecology or with
problems such as
particular cc Is
population, pelltition, and waste or
topics such as ecology and the city,
ecology and the transportation problem,
or any creative approach to the problems.
All films entered in the film festival
panel of six
will be screened by

noted film-makers, artists, and stu-

dents. Films selected by the panel will
be shown during the Survival Faire.
Only 16 mm. films will be used and
there is no time limit on the date on
which the film was produced. The student film-maker will be paid $1 per
mintee fir each minute his film is
screened during the fairy. In addition,
Awards of Exrellence will be given.
The amount and number of the awards
will be determined by the quality of
films entered.
All phelographic essays entered in
the faire still he screened anti judged
by a panel of five. Photos can be
black and white or Colin. with no size
limitatian, hut they must be mounted.
Prizes will be $100 for first prize.
$75 for second prize, and $50 for third
prize.

unpublished and no more than 30 lines.
Four prizes, ranging from $100 to $25,
will he awarded.
Anything from an essay to a practical working model to a three dimensional form will be eligible for the
creative re-use of waste contest. All
entries will be reviewed by a panel of
five. Prizes will be $75 for first, $50
for second, and $25 for third.

Only two dimensional graphic pieces
no larger than 25 square feet will be
accepted for the graphic arts contest.
First prize will he $100, second prize
75, and third prize $50.
In the poetry contest, only one entry

drew to a close Thursday, 3iX days

per person is allowed. Entries must be

but places in classes are not guaranteed.
Majors and
Drama Department
minors who have previously been counby
their
advisers
may pre-regselled
ister between 12:30 and 4 today.
Foreign Language Department
Open to all students. Sign-up sheets
available in department office unless
class is already closed.
Speech Department
Majors and
minors. Room 108 Speech and Drama
Bldg.
Music Department Open to majors
and minors. Sign up with individual
instructors until the end of the semester.
Humanities Department
All
majors. Upper division. Sign-up sheets
located in FO 127.
Art Department
By new system.
Details available in department office.
There will definitely he no pre-regstration in the following departments:
Geography, Geology, Health Science,
Home Economics, Physical Education,
recreation,
Education,
Librarianship,
Biological Sciences, Chemistry, Economics, English, Physics, Psychology,
Mathematics, Meteorology, Mechanical
Engineering, Nursing, Political Science,
and Occupational Therapy.
For information on
ments not mentioned,
dividual offices.

t hose departthe in-

contact

SMC Dance Tonight
To Aid Defense Fund
A "Mixed Bag Benefit Dance" will be
held in the ballroom id’ the College
Union tonight by the Student Mobilization Committee.

Kopechne Inquest
EDGARTOWN. Mass. ( API The inquest into the death of Mary Jo Kopechne, who died when Sen. Edward
M. Kennedy’s car toppled off rickety
Dyke bridge on Chappaquiddick Island.
after it began.
It now becomes the responsibility of
Judge James A. Boyle, 63, who has presided over the proceedings, to consider
whether to recommend criminal prosecution in the case.

Beginning at 7:30, students, admitted
for a $1 donation to the San Jose Legal
Defense and Medical Fund, may groove
to the sounds of Patrick Simmons and
Friends (bluegrass and folk singers),
Siddhartha, Sunrise, and Natoma (contemporary rock groupst, and the Otis
Improvisational Ensemble (experimental jazz musicians).
Proceeds will go to meet the legal
expenses of the 15 SJS students who
were arrested while showing their opposition to the "war-related recruiters’
In the demonstrations of Dec. 4 and 5,
according to
Ferry, SMC member.
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Wash Day
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By MICHAEL G. CONLEY
Es cry Thursday there comes a time

Editorial
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the inevitable must he done --- the weekly
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Pe
ta

washing of dirty clothes. To all experi-

1
a

probably doesn’t
cause too much excitement. but for those
who liaen’t had the pleasure of doing
their own laundry, this might be of some

enced elotheswiushers this
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fact-

lines. confidently assuring the picket-

that they will not purchase a single
grape. They feel this fulfills their
moral obligation.

hack

will smile to themselves and thank God
those days are gone. A look at a typical
first time in the latmdry will explain the

one way to end the
strike suere,-fnll:4,. bring thousands of
workers back off w elfare rolls mid put
tim-e tasty grapes back on all the store

smiles to the newcomers.
Standing outside the

center we see Horace, another unsuspecting student, approaching with his

Iluelga.

dirty bundle. It seems Horace has decided
to save the money spent at the cleaners,

grapes.

and besides, he says, this probably will
be a cinch.

effect would be immediate. final

;rape Strike. some kcal gro-

awl beneficial to all. including ( though

One of the first things Horace learns is

display table grapes on their

they

the

the populatrity of today’s self-service humdrie.s. Regretfully he learns the hard way
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maintain

otherwise)
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s let% a determined.
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pay and
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by waiting 30 minutes for an abandoned
washer. Seeing the empty washer, Horace

that the -c’ mer-

-.1- ,,r their corporate-0min suite-

\\ I.

nearest wash and

dry

They ask pm not to buy a single item

table

to the first time they attempted to

use the local laundermat, I am sure they

There is milt
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Cheerleaders; College Union Recruiting
Cheerleader Choice
Editor:
The appointment of head cheerleader by the
personnel selection committee has been eliminated and presently is an optional position
depending upon the cheerleaders to be selected
Monday.
I (Krim, George) feel the decision of the
committee was completely wrong and without
regard to the best interest of the SJS student
body and sports program. This decision will
reduce the effectiveness and quality of the
cheerleaders because it is necessary to have
III a person with the power to organize
the actions of the cheerleaders (includes organizing the yells, routines, techniques, painting, signs, uniforms, etc.) and (2) a person
answerable to the student body for the performance of the cheerleaders.
In order to make this organization function,
it, is mandatory for one person to have the responsibility and power to carry on an effective
program.
At the first head cheerleader interview the
selection committee delayed the appointment
of head cheerleader because only one SJS
student tried outme. After that meeting, I
was assured by Randy Kern (committee head)
that the meeting was postponed due to the
lack of response and that a head cheerleader
definitely would be chosen at the following
meeting.
At the next meeting the interviews were
1,,.1.1 between 3 and 5:30 p.m. Anothr candidate
Iii I arrived at 9:50 only to find the committee had broken up, having decided to choose
six cheerleaders and allow them the option of
choosing their own head cheerleader.
diSaf.frel‘ with the Student Personnel Selection Committee’s decision." I feel my past
experience and the students’ response and
support of me qualifies me for the head cheerleader positionregardless of the interview
tryouts. Therefore I am asking the students
to support me by signing petitions which are
circulating on Seventh Street and at the home
basketball games Friday and Saturday. Or call
me at 287-0943.
cearge Henderson

Freedom of Choice?
Editor
A grouts is en-cut:ding a petition that astensibb is aimed at opening the Student Union
for recruiting. In reality the petition is a big
attack on SDS.
This group says: "You Don’t Have To Support War To Demand Freedom of Choice." But
what is ’freedom of choice?" Is freedom of
choice the freedom of FMC Corp. to superexploit Black workers in Transvaal, South
Africa? Is "freedom of choice" the freedom
for Trustee Dudley Swim and Del Monte Corp.
to pay starvation wages to migrant farm
workers in I he Central Valley? Freedom of
ehi.ice for GE is the freedom to make over $40
milItiain profits from war contracts alone,
while Sit the sante time attempting to cut the
re;il wages of 150,000 workers by offering a
contract that doesn’t even keep up with inflation.
What freedoms do most people in the U.S.
li,tver They have the "freedom" to go to public schools and learn that communists are evil,
callous people secretly conspiring to destroy all
Americans. They have the "freedom" to be
drafted into an army that is used to suppress
rebelling working people all over the world.
They have the "freedom" to pick the factory
1,1 their elsace and scrape by all their life,
thing in constant danger of being fired, laid
off, and hurt. or killed on the job. This is what
freedom of choice means for the majority of
p{.01.1(
ui Ole U S., I he working Om*,
oniy

ci

benefit.

ers

-leI es. according to

th
ta

real choice that people have is to fight back
against this oppression.
The writers of this petition go on to say
that the Student Union belongs to all students.
This is also RAM’s position. But the Student
Union, like every other building on the State
college campuses, is owned and controlled by
the Board of Trusteesthe Big Businessmen
who appoint administrations to carry out their
policies. RAM’s position was to stop the recruiting in "our" Student Union. Because they
saw stopping the recruiters as more important
than building a progressive anti-imperialist
student movement, they decided to stop the
recruiting "at all costs." When they couldn’t
kick off the recruiters, they decided to stop
recruiting by attacking the students who were
going to be interviewed.
SDS took the position that the recruiters
should be kicked off campus because of the
role those corporations play in perpetuating
racism and imperialism. SDS knows that these
corporations will continue to recruit, whether
it be in the Trustee-controlled Student Union
or elsewhere. Whether or not they recruit is
not the issue. The issue is the terrible oppression of working people that these companies
carry out in their race for ever-increasing
profits. SDS has and will continue to build a
mass, militant student movement dedicated to
fighting the heart and soul of what these corporations are based on: imperialism and
racism.
Lance Jobson
A04379

’Real Opposition’
Editor:
Last October our new student union building
was opened for use to all studentsor at least
I thought it was until December 5, 1969, when
the College Union Board of Governors and
James Edwards put a restraining order to pre-

would like to teachan Impossible task for
many credential candidates.
The students at San Jose State College pay
$9 per semester for the use of the college
union. What a pathtic situation when these
same students cannot use the college union
as they see fit.
When the petitions now being circulated on
campus are presented, it will be evident that
the students at SJS want the temporary restraining order lifted immediately.
Business Education students will not tolerate the denial of their rights to interview with
school districts in the college union.
Cheverne Case
President, Pi Omega PI

Editor:
A temporary restraining order has been
issued by the College Union Board of Governors barring the use of the union for Career
Day activities. On behalf of Chi Sigma Epsilon, an office administration society, I would
like to present our views on this action.
Career Days is a highly beneficial event on
our campus for those graduating seniors who
are on the lookout for a good job. It offers
them the chance to meet with an organization’s representative, to learn more about the
positions available in the company, and to gain
the experience of going through an interview.
Even though the interview lasts 15 minutes,
the practice alone adds to the knowledge on
how to proceed; this in itself is a worthwhile
experience. It also gives the student a chance
to obtain more information about a certain
company he is interested in.
We’d like to keep this avenue open, for we
feel that Career Days is an important means
of keeping in touch with the outside world
and providing the graduate with information
about available openings.

This resolution is more evidence of discrimination in our society which James Edwards
claims he is fighting. This form of "Edwards
Equality" is a direct violation of the U.S.
Constitution and has got to go.
James Edwards has called for a debate between representatives of RAM and the Students to Keep the Union Open t SKUO). The
SKUO is in opposition to the decision of the
CUBGnot RAM. If there is to be a debate,
it should be between SKUO and the CUBG.
These are the real opposing sides in the issue.
Edwards and the CUBG are doing a great
disservice to about 5,000 students who plan to
take part in the March Career Days. The
CUBG can rectify this disservice by reversing
its resolution of Dec. 5, thus permitting the
use of the union for Career Days.
The union was built by the students for the
use of all students. Let’s keep it that way!
Jack C. Cade
A01512

’Denial of Their Rights’
Editor:
Pi Omega Pi. the Honorary Business Teacher Education Society at San Jose State College, wishes to express extreme dissatisfaction
with the recent decision by the College Union
Board of Governors that temporarily restrains
job interviewing in the college union.
The future business teachers as well as all
other future teachers at SJS depend on these
interviews in securing teaching positions.
School districts throughout California come
to campus 1,, interview prospective teachers.
No longer will this he the case if the restraining order is not lifted Students will now have
to trael to the school shell-lets in wkigh tiley

someone’s basket and falls with a thud
at the feet of a cute coed. Smiling smugly,
she steps over Horace and continues on
her way, leaving him with a bad case of
wounded pride.
To top the whole thing off, the empty
washer no longer is empty. Limping back
to his original washer, he decides the only
thing left is to cram the remainder of his
load into it. He later will regret missing
the warning on the machine which reads,
"Load machine 34 full with clothes-do not

Not realizing his mistake, Horace sets
off to obtain the necessary soaps and
bleaches required to give him the sparkling
white wash he heard so much about on TV.
First, however, his dollar bills must be
transformed into the correct coins. Four
dollars later he walks away from the changer with two quarters and three dimes.
Through cursing under his breath a little,
Horace is not completely broken-yet.
A stroke of optimism flows over him
when the soap and bleach are obtained
without incidence. Pouring the soap into
the machine, he decides one box won’t
Ice enough, so he adds another. Finally
the washer, overloaded and oversudsed, is
started. Not wanting to take any chances,
Horace stands directly in front of the
washer, leaning against it so as to take a
little

nap.

The normal wash cycle is approximately
30 minutes long, but only 10 had gone by
when Horace is awakened by the feel of
hot suds going down the back of his pants.
Turning suddenly he sees the foamy white
suds seeping from the lid of the washer

Eileen Purnyama
President, Chi Sigma Epsilon

student union.

he big enough. With a stroke of
luck he spots another empty washer across
the building, and in the process of hurrying to claim the machine, he trips over
won’t

pack machine". If there ever was a packed
machine, Horace had it.

’Beneficial Event’

vent Career Days from taking place in the

approaches the seemingly simple machine
with his grimy clothes. After stuffing most
of his load into the washer, he realizes one

’Thief in the Night’
Editor:
I am in support of having the employment
interviewers use my i our) Student Union for
conducting employment interviews.
Just prior to the Christmas and New Year’s

and flowing in a stream to the floor. Panic
sets in as he frantically tries to open the
lid and find the trouble. Once again, however, the washer has outsmarted him, for
the lid will open only when the cycle
has been completed, which is in another
15 minutes.

vacation, the College Union Board of Gover-

After many nervous smiles and a burn-

nors, through a resolution proposed by one of
its members, voted to suspend the Career Day

ing red face, Horace is able to wade
through the suds anti remove his semi.

activities in the College Union by issuing a

clean clothes.

temporary restraining order. This brings up

ending to his nightmare.

need an answer: (1)

Still

hoping for a happy
Horace places

Who

his wool shirts anti corduroy pants into the

for the Student

dryer. Without even a glance at the therm-

Union to be used for career interviews, and (2)
Does the College Union Board of Governors
have the constitutional privilege to suspend
these activities?
The people who initiated this restraining
order did it like a thief in the night: quietly,
quickly, and with no noise. The CUBG is a
group of students and faculty who do not properly represent the overall ideas of the student
body. Below are a current list of CUBG members and if any one of them are from the
schools of Business, Engineering, Physical
Sciences, or Physical Education, piease let
them step forward and be recognized. (Dean
Robert Martin cast the only dissenting vote.)
Faculty: Paul Brown, Richard Ellefson, Robert Martin, Karl Mueller,
Students: Bill Allison, Nancy Atkinson,
James Edwards, Tim Fitzgerald, Pam Hubbard, Steve Lorenz (Ch.), Johr Met7., Jeff
Potts, Mary Rubin.

ometer, which sits at the "Hot" level, he

some questions that

originally gave permission

Lee Cfeetee
Al 4219

places three dimes into the slot.
Thirty minutes later the rotating cylinder stops and

Horace begins to remove

what he thinks are his clothes. What

lie

finds is something else again. In place of
his

size 38 shirt he finds a size 12

--

and

his pants are shrunk beyond recognition.
This is too much for him to take.
Completely

exhausted

and

frustrated,

our hero drops the doilies, lets out a long,
shrill scream and sprints out the door of
the building. He will be back, however,
as will the hundreds of other San Jose’’ et udents who have

suffered through shit-

ilar experiences.
It is, and should he

considered

as,

college
v.
eilibz)atieu
today. The price is indeed _
of the- priers we must pay for a

OM.

1

Biological Revolution
Threat to Existence?
There is a revolution taking
place today that bar few people
are aware of, according to Dr.
Harold DeBey, New College provost. in a discussion of Gordon
R. Taylor’s "The Biological Time Bomb" Wednesday afternoon.
Dr. DeBey made his remarks
before an audience if about 80
people in the final faculty book
talk of the semester.
"Most people don’t even know
there is a biological revolution
taking place," he said. -That, of
course, is why Taylor wrote the
book."
"The Biological Time-Bamb" Is
an attempt to popularize science,
although not in the ’gee whiz’ or
’look at what those mad scientists
are doing ram,’ approach. "Gordon writes with proper qualifications." Dr. DeBey noted. "It’s
essentially an honest book which
illustrates a concern for the SOcial and ethical problems raised
by rapid biological developments."
Dr. DeBey contended that the
next 30 or 40 years will be the
age of the new biologists as previous years have been the age of
the physicist and atomic energy.
CHANGES NOW
"Gordon believes man must
evaluate changes now and regulate them, whereas a while ago
It was all left to chance," he said.
"There have always been abstractions and unknowns, but now we
are beginning to uncover these
kinds of things."
Dr. DeBey gave a brief summation of the "salient points" of
Gordon’s book, which includes
questions about the necessity of
sex and death, genetic manipulation, choosing sex of offspring,
sperm banks, creation uf life
itself and the future of mankind,
If any.
"I kept thinking of ’Brave New
World’ all through the book," Dr.

DeBey stated. "Huxley was ahead
of his time."
In relation to sex, for example,
Gord’in discusses the biological
feasibility of human reproduction
wit hout sex I parthogenesis
identical people, artifical insemination ’150,000 people in the US.
today were created this way I and
the legal problems surrounding
these advancements.
PROBLEMS ARISE
"There are no legal guidelines
covering these things now," Dr.
DeBey explained. "Personal problems also arise. Should you tell
a child he is artificially conceived, for example. I just don’t
know."
Dr. DeBey also talked of the
legal problems arising from transplants and lengthening of life.
"Where do you get the organs?
When is someone dead? All kinds
of legal problems are involved,"
he stated.
-How do we select who should
be saved by scarce life-saving
facilities and equipment? Who
gets the kidney machine tonight?
What about people we are keeping alive in a state of arrested
death? Can and should we extend
the life span?" As Dr. DeBey
pointed out, all these social
stresses of developing biology
may prove to be too much for us
to handle.
Taylor asserts that mankind is
in a Promethean situation. "It is
precisely because we cannot see,
in detail, the consequences of
using the new biological powers
that they constitute dangers," he
said.
The solution? More knowledge.
Man must develop a new kind of
equilibrium from unevenly developed branches of knowledge.
"Only an informed population can
make decisions wisely," Dr. DeBey concluded.

AFT Charters Four UC Locals
To Expand College Council
The American Federation of
Teachers has announced that lour
new University of California
locals have been chartered in recent weeks and that these locals,
plus the established UC Berkeley
local, have joined with the 16
State College AFT locals to form
the College and University Council of the AFT.
The resulting 21 organizations,
representing more than 2,000 UC
and State College professors, will
coordinate their activities
through the Council which its
headquarters in San Jose.
Dr. John Sperling, president of
the expanded Council, claims that
the new AFT locals were formed
largely because of "intolerable
political interference with functions historically performed by
faculty members in the University of California."
He particularly cited the firing
of Clark Kerr, the Angela Davis
case, the Regents’ abrogation of
the power of academic accreditation in the Sociology 139X- Eldridge Cleaver controversy, and
the recent decision of the Regents to reassert their control
over the granting of tenure.
"By reassuming direct control
over tenure." stated Dr. Sperling.
"the Regents are responding to
politically inspired hostility to the
University. Instead of defending
the University against Governor
Reagan and others who fear the

free exchange of ideas inherent
in a great university, the Regents
have chosen to appease the politicians. Faculty members see
what is happening and know that
if the University is to be kept
tree, the job must be done by
them."
Dr. Sperling also believes that
Reagan, without effective Regent
opposition, is denying the University the funds it needs to grow
and prosper.
"Under the Governor’s new
budget procedures, which require
the University to submit a minimum budget and then list other
instructional piograms the Governor, not the University, decides
what and how instruction is carried out," said Dr. Sperling, "No
politician," he asserted, "is qualified to do this job. What he can
do is use the new budget technique to cut out programs he happens to disagree with."
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Free Film
Legal Fight?
On Sunday
By CUPB
:itano,"
"Vali. The Witch ol
will be presented free Staldfly
evening in the College Union at
6:30 and 9 p.m. in the Loma
Prieta R,sim,
The American made film is
about a witch, Australian by
birth, artist dancer by profession.
Vali Myers Used itt seclusion in
a hut in the middle of a wood
near Positano (Italy,. surrounded
by one husband, (ice (bats, a fox,
a donkey, assirted cats and
chickens.
At the suggestion of George
Plimpton of the Paris Review she
WS put on film ’completed in
1966i by Sheldon and Diane
Rochlin. For three months the
film makers lived in harmony
with Vail and her Austrian husband, Rudi Rappold. What came
out of their stay was a kind of
cinema veri te.
A hypnotic, Vali imagines herself pounding a typewriter in a
straight nine to re,e Hs even
without bitterness ." ’,en she tells
of the persecidiiii. .he has suffered fir her min,.

Coed Gets Sent
Induction Notice
By JUDY MATI

it Ii

The President of the United
States,
To
Dale Hall
525 South Ninth Street
San Jose, California 95112
You are hereby ordered for
111(1101 ion into the A r in t d
Purees of the United States.
This, in case you are not
familiar with such a greeting.
is the standard form sent to
men who have been drafted. It
Is a notice Whiell is expected by
U majority of men in our country. But who would ev peel it
to be sent to a female member
of our populace?
Dale Hall. 5.115 freshman from
Chico go, received her draft
notice on Nov. 12, 1969.
"It caused quite a bit of c
motion In the boarding hoUse
where I used to live." she said,
"Everyone kept voting to my
room asking nu ahoUt it."
The whole affair was just a
slight mix up.
Miss Doll t xplained what had
happened.
"You see, my uncle works for
the Selective Serviee System in
Wilmington, Delaware. Ile had
dictated a letter to his secretary for Inc and evidently there
was some mix no along the way
and a draft notice was put in
the plait’ of the letter. I remy
ceived another letter f
uncle two days later explaining
the whole thing," she said.
When asked how she reacted
when She Opened the cc 0 I
ght
Miss Hall replied, "I 111
It %vas a joke: my uncle has a
great sen-e iii11011101.."

ATO Active-Alumni Battle Rages

The case of the NI --log Fraternity Eouse Alpha Tau Omega’s brittle with their Alumni
brothers to get their house back
continues to haunt the
Eleventh Street beat.
Bob Dollar, president of ATO,
has charged the Alumni Association, which recently sold the
house to Wes(t) Investment Company, with "selling out their
brothers".
ATO members living at the
house Were greeted upon their’
return front the Christmas break
with a letter from J. Ralph
Parker, a member of the Alumni
Association, stating that it the
house had been sold, 21 housing
accommodations had been made
for members who had kept up
house payments. and 31 a security guard would be on duty at
the house during the two days,
Jan. 4 and 5, they had to move
out.
REACTION
This letter brought immediate
response from Dollar and his
fellow brothers. The question at
the time was why the Alumni
would uproot their boarders two
weeks before finals.
According to Dr. Vinton Matthews, a member of the Alumni
Association, the house was sold
because there were simply not
enough people living in it to pay
the hills.
He informed the Daily that
the reason the students weir
moved out when they were was
twofold. The place according to
Dr. Matthews, had to be cleaned
up for the coming setnester when
it will be turned into a full-fledged boarding house.
(Since Sept. 19 the house, although "a fraternity in spirit",
according to Parker, has actually
been a hoarding house with a
house manager hired and responsible only to the Alumni Association.)
The second reason, according

Lunar Delay
By Associated Press
SPACE CENTER, Houston -Plans for man’s third landing on
the moon have been postponed by
one month, space agency officials
announced Thursday.
The National Aeronautics and
Space Administration said Apollo
13, the third moon landing flight,
will be launched April 11, instead
iif the previously announced
March 12.

IA, DI. Maniaa
1.11 the Sudden
ousting of the members and nonmembers, was that the Alumni
could no longer afford to pay the
bills the house had incurred. Dr.
Matthews said only "13 of the
24 of the present members have
been paying their house
Dollar, who kept the receipt
book for the house, insisted yesterday that this was not true.

22 KICKED OUT
"There were 22 people living
in the house when we were
kicked out. Seventeen had paid
their bills as expected and the
few that hadn’t as far as I know,
had made arrangements with
someone in the Alumni Association, I think Ralph Parker. to
pay when they Lot the money."
Parker was unavailable for
comment yesterday according to
his office at J. Barth and Co., a
stock brokerage.
According to both Dollar and
Dave Young, ATO’s vice president, Parker has been "unavailable" to them for the past two
months. Both, according to their
story, have repeatedly tried during that period to make contact
with Parker as to the financial
situation of the house. Subsequently, when they received their
notice of eviction, they were
"caught entirely by surprise."
NO COMMUNICATION
The active ATO members have,
according to Dollar and Young,
had a long history of problems
with communicating with any of
the Alumni members. Dollar hinted to the Daily that the gap was
brought on by the different attitudes between the actives and the
alumni on how a fraternity
should be tam and what the philosophy of the active brothers
should be.
Another complaint the fraternity members had was the short
notice with which they were
given about the eviction. According to Young, "The ones who did
get the letters received them on
Saturday, Jan. 3. It said we had
to be out by Jan. 5.
"But what really is frustrating
is that when 1 finally entered the
house, there were letters that
hadnt’ been mailed that were being handed out by an Alumni
member. Some members, in other
words, got the word the same day
they were supposed to move out."
Young further contends that
the housing arrangements that
the Alumni had made, space

Ethyl (100+ Octane)

serve yourself and save
only at

Puritan Oil Co.
lilt
10th & Taylor

Jose law lam. Mei
and Hammer, has Is ’a

1.-aut:*.
,,oferrin4

with Dollar and Bruce Overoye,
executive assistant to AS. President James Edwards.
The law firm will announce by
Monday to the concerned
their intended action or a:
in the matter.
Wrgetelesten*WetelAresotetM,,,-,:
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JET CHARTER FLIGHTS

OAKLAND TO LONDON

145

ONE WAY
LEAVE MARCH 22

OAKLAND TO LONDON

$249

LEAVE MARCH 21
RETURN APRIL 5
For Reservat;on or InforrneCon
phone

Peace Talks
By Associated Press
PARIS
The United States
proposed Thursday moving the
Vietnam peace talks into private
session as away "to get down to
the real issues" but North Vietnam rejected the idea.
North Vietnam accused the
United States of trying "to hide
its policy of aggression from the
opinion of the world."

(4)5) 392-8513
OR WRITE
CHARTER FLIGHTS
995 MARK ET T.
SAN FRANCISCO, CA, 94103
Mail rne flight information
NAME _ _
SI REET _
CITY & ZIP

First Immanuel
Lutheran Church
And
Student Center
Lutheran Church
Missouri Synod
374 South 3rd Street
294-7033

Sunday Services at 8:15, 9:30 and 11 a.m.
2 Blocks From Campus
College Discussion Group
Every Wednesday Night at 7 p.m.
Herbert P. Schroeder, Pastor
Richard W. Collin, Vicar
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Discouraged
Because of The
Hi Cost of Skiing?

folA SORK

(95 Octane)

30.9
33.9

dor, ti at the Delta Up-: ar Eraternitj, -is as not what ue Net!
getting at the ATO house."
According to Young. the word
he has got front members that did
move down to the DU house is
that the place is small and dirty.
According to Dollar. dui ing the
last week of Noember and the
first 12 days tif December’, the
house had no food because the
Alumni would not pay the bills
There also was no cleaning supplies, toilet paper, or cleaning
service, all things that, according
to Dollar, were piovided for in
the contract each person living
in the house had signed.
Right now the receipt book,
which according to Dollar proves
that almost all the members had
paid their bills, contrary to Dr.
Matthew’s Tuesday statement, is
in the hands of attorney Phil
Hammer.
Hammer, a partner in the San

SELL YOUR BOOKS BEFORE THEY’RE
OUT-OF-DATE
,V

GASOLINE
Regular

SPARTAN DATLYS

If you are, we have a complete SKI PACKAGE that is just
what you need. It gets you on the slopes for the least amount
of money. The package includes, laminated skis with fist kofix
base and racing type edges, A&T aluminum ski poles, and
Solomon combi step-in bindings.

Only

$44.95

Complete

can afford to pay a little m-,ie
Pick from the following fine brands:

If you

HEAD

VOIT

HART

ae

Ise

a

ski for you.

TONY SAILER

1<2

330 South Tenth Street

p

If you are in the market for some ski boots we have some real
good buys. Come in and try on a pair of the new LANGES,
KOFLACH, or KASTINGERS. While you are there check our
YODELER after ski boots priced from only $11.95.
We also stock a broad selection of ski clothes made by ROSSE.

COPE-McPHETRES
2931 EL CAMINO

21:4-2111
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IS THE TIME TO SELL YOUR BOOKS!

rrPlay Scheduled
By Local Group

t.
a

Brecht Drama
Opens Tonight

Herb Gardner’s e..moty, A
Thousand Clowns." will be pm.
aented by the Los Cau,s-Sar.it
Community Theatre on
24, 30-31, and Feb. 6-7 at the
Saratoga Civic Theatre.
The play is directed Tr
Kesner of Santa el
Rudolf E. Vest Jr.
.
Arlene Thomson. K.,
Assenza and Albie
ter.
The story centers ar outthe
struggle between a prec at
and his uncle, a TV %%titer wh
refuses to conform and he -proper." An idealistic lady scceill
worker goes %sell beyond the call
of duty and heennes ins
with them both.
Tickets for the perforn
will be available at the door
to the perf.anr,.., .

’Brecht on Brecht’, George TaPiri’s collection of excerpts from
the works of Be rtold Brecht,
optqls tonight at 8:15 in the
Studio Theatre.
Termed a paradox and "one of
the world’s most discussed playwrights," Brecht is famous for
his playful yet ram -pedantic view
of

SYUFY 1HEATRES
San Jcse’s Luxury
fnierta,rn ent Cent

6I_..

more conventional art. Mrs. Crockett is
right) wearing one of her creations. The
on the first floor of the Art Building.

DUAL-PURPOSE ARTCandace Crockett. an SJS artist, who
lives in a log cabin in Skylonda, is currently showing her tapestry
artwork in tile Main Gallery of the art Department. The large
handspon pieces can be worn as clothing or hung on the wall like
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She used natural
and hand
lain materials fer the pieces.
’-’ime were done in the ma( t.ane
system,
which involves knotty ing.
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WITH AEB CARD:

$ 1
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See Mrs. Creech
Student

11:30

t flit

Office

lie

veurn as coats, hzits, capes and
other appear!.
Candace bought a large loom
in San Juan Batista and began
weaving a few years ar.,.). She
has a BA degree in painting and
drawing at Portland and Reed
C’olleges.
Recently she held a one-woman

s179;?s

$27.95
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WORTHMORE SHOES
Selected Styles

but the price.
ivory style
exceptional savings!

Nothing 4pI

on

The remainder of the cast imsists of Wesley Morgan, Jim Gut lard. Victoria Set-pa, Carol Brolaski, and Margene Fudenna. The
pianist will be Jeffra Kaufman
and the guitarist Run Geren.
RESERVATIONS

ACCEPTED

Path perfortnances (Friday and
are at 8:15 p.m.
Saturday!
Tickets are $1.50 for the poblic
and 75 cents for students and are
available in the Box Office. Reservations will he accepted by calling 294-6414, ext. 2600. Tickets
that have been reserved must be
picked up by five o’clock the day
before the performance. This only
applies to groups of four "n less.
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’Bob, Carol, Ted Etc’ ’A Man of the People’
Clever ’Sex’ Parody Tells Nigerian Problems
By ENITAN OM’ BEREOLA

By WALT VOST
Pine Arts Editor
N.,vadays a good movie Cornvtly is one with a few prolonged
laughs amidst an otherwise mediocre show. "Bob and Carol and
Ted and Alice," one if the better
satiric comedies of the year, is a
perfect example.
II involves a successful parody
of the Playboy philosophy of sex
and the jet -set (i.e., plastic) approach to life.
The two married couples, Bob
and Carol and Ted and Alice, are
wealthy "beautiful people," whose
lives are altered by a weekend
Encounter group experience.
As a result of their "new insight" Bob and Carol (Robert
Culp and Natalie Wood! decide
Iii be completely honest with
each other and all their perplexed
friends.

including new.Ted) and
.cre perfect
pt-eprres
!I

brushing
cie,dorant,
hit.
ant!
his hair.
)%lc
\ .11.1 want to
Aftm
111 Hi.
:y with breath
grapI
that us :11 kili a moose?
Much of the humor is more
subtle than that ordinarily found
in Hollywood movies. At times
it’s aim st too subtle.
Not to be forgotten are the
seem., cc it Is Natalie IVitod and
mon Sc’ ,mpering :mound
Illyzoi
:it,
ih ’
eithecited film.
I.ss
’ %%as critihd
\.Y. Film
quite
it sophisbelorr
,1 as "serious
ticate.’
h e411. stand on
Its

nk II,

In

pleasIlltable
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TOWNE THEATRE
1433 THE ALAMMA
SAN JOSE 297-3060

tv,11

neeasitmally

genre.

Of courze, the alitlienCe I WaS
in, wns ill citi espeCially mirthful
lull’ it. Some were yeiiing out
.1-merts, at times
+M.
joie..
It‘’S
scriptti tt
uiTcT when
iitir,
they applaud, I II.. em toot. feapme

ART FILMS

20th EXCLUSIVE
\\LEEK

"I AM CURIOUS (YELLOW)’
Al I:00, 3:15. 5:30, 7:45 & 10 P.M.

HELD OVER
5th WEEK

CINEMA BURBANK
552 S BASCOM
SAN JOSE 295.7238

Values to $18.95

$111118_Sic $138C

’Brecht

CABARET ATMOSPHERE
-13recht on Brecht’ will be presented in two acts, with total
running time slightly under two
hours. The costumes are being
designed by Miss Berneiee Prisk.

4SPAICEAN

SHAW INTERNATIONAL THEATRES

Selected Men’s Styles Values to

life.

shin,
. lii pm in San
Frali.
.1so has sold
ary icci511145.
son),
Ai: : her mitre prized works
are ;in enormous "Peacock piece"
which spreads across a Gallery
wall, and a wall-hangIng serape.
Her success could bring log
cabins back in style.

Movie Review

Adhering
to their honesty
creed, Bob and Carol confess to
each other that they’re involved
in love affairs. "I did it not for
T,,c e," they claim. "just for the
irysical sex." Nth and Carol then
spread the word of their exploits
to friends Ted and Alice.
The movie cleverly shows the
conflict between the new "free
sex" syndrome and older (harder
to shake) notions of marital fidelity.

FLO1414801:SHOES

German

Brecht,’ an episodic and humorous selection from several plays,
typifies many Breehtian eharacteristies in that it takes a sort
of "let’s try this and that" dtitude. Mrs. N ore en La Barge
Mitchell, professor of drama and
director of the play, has said,
"We’ve become Brechtian ourselves in trying a little of everything. This is going to be a
mixed media performance with
(lancing, poetry, songs, solos, projections and instrumental acoampaniment. It should be a lot of
fun."

professor if dram a, and Karl
Schuek, a member of the east,
is doing the sets. They will be
relatively simple but should ourtray the cabaret atmosphere important to the play.
All of the lyrics in the
were written by Brecht, but th,..
have been many iilfferynt mus.
cal si-rres. Thin 1.roduction ).. c..
feature the music of Hans Els!. I
and an original tune by 0..1;
Schaffer, another of the
members who is dicing all of Ill.
male solos.

"THE GRADUATE"
(R)
"THAT COLD DAY IN THE PARK"
co-Hir

ISARATOGA THEATRE
SARATOGA 867 3026

NOW PLAYING
TWO MUSICAL CLASSICS

"THE KING AND l"
PLUS

In the book. "A Man of the
People." Chinau Achebe explored
the social

problems of Nigeria

that are of immense concern to
Nigerian intelligentsia.
Achebe is concerned with personal problems which face the
educated Nigerian, placed as he is
between two worlds- the traditional one which in a number of
respects has survived the impact
of European conquest and colonial rule, and the contemporary
world to which he has been introduced by his education.
A second theme is that of the
intricate political imbroglio as it
developed in the fifties.
Of major concern to Achill(’
himself has been the third theme,
the traditional life of the village
before the coming of the missionaries and White administrators
after the European conquest.
These subjects, he portrays superbly in his first and third novels "Things Fall Apart" and
"Arrow of God."
DIRECT LOOK
Now in his most recent book,
which is "A Man of the People."
Achebe turned to look directly at
the world of contemporary politics.
By telling his story in the first
person and seeing the events
through the eyes of the young
intelligentsia, he accomplishes
two things.
Ile is able, firstly. Si, interweave with his political theme
that of the personal problems of
the educated Nigerian. such as

his relations with the illiterate
elders or the difficulty of finding
a suitable wife among the then
few educated Nigerian girls.
Secondly, he is able to eir
the attention of his audience
much more closely than if he
were Si, write some arid discourse
on politics.
RELATIONSHIP
Here, Achehe translates the
relationship of the modern N’:’’.
Ian intelligentsia and their in:Mica! leaders into a personal relationship between Odili and
Chief Nangat. and more particularly into the losire of the former to marry the Chief’s intended see coil wife, Edna.
As 0 illi himself admits:
"Things seemed ii’, mixed tip; my
revenge, my new political ambition and the girl." Yet the tezater
is riot confused; rather ism understanding of the pilitical muttivations is made deeper by this sort
of personalizing ,if events.
From my own imiler-danding of
.
Il I les.
our country’s i
it Seems as if politi-al motivations are indeed WIWI hit novel
is about. It is a commentary upon
the aims ttf th.gie wilt. led the
Nigerian struggle fir
armee and their handlii.. .4
events since independence ,:cs
achieved.
For Achebe’s portrm al r I hree
main groups with whirl.
I las
is concerned the pd i
intelligentsia and tiv 1-:,zses of
the people is in r ,, v
pleasant one, anti his ev,., I,iew of
111 say the
the political prove.least inded.
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LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
EVERY NIGHT
and for the finest in Steak and Lobster

Grog & Sirloin
354 W. SANTA CRUZ AVE.
354-3350

"CAROUSEL"
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CONTINUOUS DAILY
Almocien 264-0163

FROM I P.M.

GAY THEATRE
400 S. 1st
294-5544
SAN JOSE

SUNDAY THRU THURSDAY 6-11

P.M.

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY 6-2 A.M.

(...reck 244-6772
"SMOKE AND FLESH"
PLUS
"SCHOOL FOR SEX"
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’Ill Model U.N. Delegates Prepare
Despite Shortage of A.S. Funds
Ks

01.11

BEItEOLA

After much hassling and heated
argument about finances, the SJS
delegatoon may get to go to
Oregon after all when the 20th
annual session of the Model
United Nations of the far west
convenes at the University uf
Oregon on April 15-18. 1970.
Due to the "tight money"
potley
cf the present Student
C s. is n i 1 ashninistrat ion, some
ins s iv has lwen frozen out of
ns m ’.N
N. ttu lget this year.
I
I:.
past years. M.U.N. had
. n budget until last year
was incorporated into the
Esioroeontal College budget.
But this yeas., the minimum
budgeI for a small delegation of
13 stu tents and one advisor is
i,bout $1,400. The Associated Student Pody Treasurer Tim Fitz; , old maintains the Student
Incii tsuld only allocate
Is s’tiis the general fund is about
used up completely.

s1.200

wan
BIG CATCHExpedition head Michael Stafford, second from
right, checks over the positioning of a sling supporting a 16-foot,
6,000 pound killer whale.

Fitzgerald went on to say that
"cut of $810.791.66, we have only
$22.246.99 remaining as of Nov.
17. 1969. But at the same time
If tea year, we had well over
$50,000. so that means we cannot fund the paegrams as we
did last year."
For the past four months.

SJS Grad Brings Kiiler Whales
To Marineworicl in Redwood City
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San Jose State graduate student Michael Stafford neaded up
the recent expedition that
brought two new killer whales to
Marine World on San Francisco
Bay.
The whales took up residence
at the training tank of Marine
Ws-srld following a 14 hour trip
from Pinder !Inflicts.
British
Columbia. The trip consisted of
transportation via trucks, ferry
boat, and a flight aboard a CL11
swing tail plane.
1 -se two killer whales me la
and 16 ft. in length and sosis;.’s
2500 lbs. and 6C00 lbs., respectively. The estimated age of the
whales, based sin length, pots the
16 ft. juvenile at 4 yeirs stril he
1.2 ft. calf at a year end a half.

The Wilt t lert: were catieht hy
fishermen i.t the l’inder Harbor
areas as lise whales sought shelter from a shims
The se:Liirs! shisserient ’if killer
ie three aniwhales v
s
is r
I si. shipprepaiiss."
he g saw, a
ment ’ss
ss
I. broke
21; s1
Is
pen nets.
tI’-. ’I
s. so I. were transporte
allay shaped essnis
I’,
I 17 ft. length.
ol.h h sles cut fir
’Us supported
rst
essi
ssf the whaies in the
c :11 siners. Psalm rulther cushions
praiscted the (’’51 costing pectoral
(Hype-. :ins( tiw flake
Throughout the trip the be-

Flying 20’s Mils ik!ational Intercollegiate
Association Championss in Oklahoma
ass BRUCE REILLY
Daily Feature Salitar
In the crush id’ actisities occurring on campus e sch semester
many events are bound to be
overlooked. With Al the news sf
losing Isstball and boshetball
teams it’s tint alunate that. to
this punt, news of a positive effort has gone unnoticed by students.
In Octssher, five SJS students,
mend-sirs of Flying 20’s, Inc.,
were sent to compete in the
National Intercollegiate Flying
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havior of the animals Was monitored by the Marine World crew.
The crew checked the respiration
rates of the animals by observing the contractions of the blow
hole. The body temperatures of
the animals were kept at a cool
level by constant applications of
ice and water.
During the flight from Vane:ewer to San Francisco, the first
installment of a tang term antibidic treatment was administered to the whales. Preliminary
observations indicate the animals
In excellent condition.
The animals will remain in the
training tanks for the next two
months before being moved to
permanent exhibition area at Marine World on San Francisco Bay.

Works of CaErpher Me -L1,1 17..o,pf
To Go on Disp!ay in Ub-ary May
A ()alkalis’s’ sa worla lo Hermann Zapf, foremost prasiti.i. rat
of the art if calligraphy ;deg; ns
writings, svill be on disphss. its us’
SJS Library’s main exhibit eases
starting 1 -slay thrssugh Jan. 19.
The exhilsit, "The tVssrle of
Hermann Zapf." is is collecti0n sit
50 pieces representing a variet,s
of Zapf’s work in graphic design.
calligraphy, type design,
and hook eovers.
A 20 minis?, s tor film, "The
alss, will
Art s,f Herniass:
sill
Ad INT’,
Ire

phs,

impale;
Is, 8:30
ttlfi film is made
I’seark Cards.
1939 hiss tires. ! ;sus in sairissils
s 0 range ..1"
p. ,. 1111. inere:18s’s ond elecill type
. ... V.1.1
enssarsi 11’01y irs: 110 is sa 555
s ise: 1.st osoo s-

typ,gra-

Capacity 5,000

ii,.
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FOLK-ROCK

Harry Brandt, Brian Gardner
and team captain Allen Stephen,
all senior aeronautics majors,
captured first place prizes while
Brandt was named top male pilot
of the competition.
Explaining what the events
consisted of, Hall said, "One of
the contests had the judges lined
up along the runway judging
runway precision landing, the object being for the pilot to bring
his plane to a stop on a White
line."
Another had the contestants in
navigation competism where the
pills had ts) estimate, as ACMrately as possible, the amssunt of
fuel cansumption and their time
of arrival before flying over a set
course.
Since I had always thought
private aviation had only become
popular recently with the advent
ssf backyard airports, I was surprised to discover that the Flying 20’s is one of the oldest organizations on campus, having
been formed in 1939.
"The moin purpose of our club

kit Ve Itetta
about 30 at
Seaming Yugoslavia, foreign and
domestic policies, culture, politics
living conditions, ecutennics and
its voting records at the United
Nations,
San Jose State College will be
on all the five committees except
the Security Cguncil to which it
has no be appointed. Only five
countries are permanent members
of the Security Council. There
countries are Nationalist China,
Britain, Fr a nee, Russia and
United States. Other members
are ams,inted on rotation basis.
EAGER TO LEARN
According to Pete Tsepeleff,
delegation chairman. "This year’s
delegation is one ssf the best
delegations we have ever had.
They are very eager to learn."
Tsepeleff also feels that the
SJS membership in the world
pears) organization is very important to the students bectiuse
It brings the world affairs into
focus with the students, an area
which ittme of the major colleges
are dissipating.
Charles Katungi, Secretary General of the previous M.U.N.
conference held in 1967, describes
the organization as "an intellectual and personal experience that
comes about within the context
of a study of the U.N. and of
International, Isnitical anti economic problems."
In past years, resolutions passed at the M.U.N. have been sent
to the United Nations headquarters in New York whereby they
were reintroduced, passed and
implemented.
GUEST SPEAKERS
Various members of the U.N.
are always invited as guest
speakers at each session. Prominent among the speakers last
year were Clinton A. Rehling, assistant to the administrator of
the United Nations Development
Pisigram, Miss Dorothea Woods,
of the social development division
of the U.N.’s Department of economic and Social Affairs and
Charles Katungi, former Secretary -General of the 1967 M.U.N.
session.
In 1967, SJS was the host College ftar the M.U.N. session and
and Soviet Ambassador to the
U.N. Nikolai Fedorenko was the
principal guest speaker.
and
About 1.400 at
faculty advisors from the 120 colleges, juninr colleges and universities in 13 western United

States, British Columbia and
Mexico are expected is) attend
the M.U.N.
The Regional session is scheduled to take place at Sacramento State in April. The regional serves as a "warm-up"
session for the area schools before the general session.
San Jose State will host triter
200 students from some 100 high
schools in Santa Clara County
at a special M.U.N. session for
area high schools in April.
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Oatmeal on Chest Old
Cure for Common Cold
Before medical science discsa Fred aspirin as a Was’ of treating
the c films ru e ,ti. 011..4 the more
popular remedies ssf the 19th
centurs seas homemade Slippery
Elm Bark Teo.

as...
aistmeal poultice on your
ells-,
At) islternative might be
the novi-fams,us flannel dipped
in haling seater and turpentine
which not ssnly rid Grandpa of his
easki but also the hair on his
chest.
Stone ot heti better known remedies if the day were:
For a cold in the head, nothing
is better than powdered borax,
sniffed up the nostrils."
"A drink of hsst strong lemonade Leiser() gssing to teal will often
tweak ’Ili a cold ,tral cure a sore
throsit."
There are probably quite a few
Grandrwsthers today who) recom
mend these very same procdures

This was the era of do-it-yssurself medication with such fascinating consasetions as Msslasses
Posset The) recipe, which appeared in a publication at the
turn of the century, c insisted of
mixing ho buttered m slasses
with ;soviet-NI white ginner and
lemon juice. The genteel holy
editor sslasersed with wane infli1;nati.,n that "this preparation is
absurdly called a stewed quaher
by the common pc spiv."
Most
if these prescriptissns
were handed down from mother
tss danglitea and. as El result.
good gltinv Como
everybsoly’s Grandnysther NILS
in Small:Packard
cansidered an expert in the field
of ()aids.
AF ’ER 8.00 P.M. ISc DRINK FOR k
ri THIS
COUPON. ONE COUPON
instance, unite a is,
PERSON AT ONE TIME. OFFER
s;v,iswore lied Is.
I Ii
this feettaraneat S. I
aid
BARNSixth
-(.; Iii bed immedintely with ) ’is
11’1. I srd and ss s;
hot
.
feet
in
A series of five Saturday workshops covering important aspects!
ssf the conservation m >Yemeni is
being offered by SJS Extension
Mil al parka, el any ear luniiau Detre’, 5* .l the t a S. lett Pelt ttttt pace treee Fel lama
Services.
Vellfealee yea toill fly rend lap FRU ee fames WILL MINOS
"Advanced Seminar in Cnnserva t ion (Survival i Leadership
Training" begins Saturday, Feb.
14 at 9:30 tom. to 3:30 p.m. in
Et1100.
OuloOMIED

Extension
Workshops
To Begin

--

RED

r

The two-unit course is being
coordinated by Dr. Robin Brooks.,
professor of history, and John
Stanley, lecturer in biology, and
will feature lectures by conservation experts anti discussion among
the participants. Enrollment fee
for the two-unit course is $38.00.
Guest speakers who will explore the long and short term
solutions tc) the environmental
crisis include on Feb. 14, Professor George Treichel. director,
Center for Ecology and Environmental Studies. SFS, and Dr.
Jen-Yu Wang, director, Environmental Sciences Institute at SJS.
Dr. Richard Lillard, professor
of English, California State College at Los Angeles, and Dr. John
Sperling, professor of humanities
at SJS, will speak on March 7.
On April 4, Dr. John Schaal:,
professor of political science at
UC Berkeley, and Dr. Zuhair
Munir, professor of materials sciences, will lecture.
For further information contact the Extension Services at
294-6414, ext. 2211. Enrollment
Is limited.

Visit Europe Free!
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HUNGRY?
Come take a study break at

HOWARD’S
7th & Santa Clara
7 a.m. ’iii 10:30 p.m.

f,rect

Tues. fhru Sun.

!mod at rot.sormblv ’prices

THERE’S A BETTER WAY

Try siudy notes

and college outlines

Is to promote aviation on campus." commented Hall.
Besides having won the national championship for 1969 the
club also won the title in 1966
1:115a

$1.50

from
Open 8 AM. -9 P.M.

SJS LEATHER POCKET

SATIfiAlf, JANi,..kilY 10th
SANTA CLARA COUNTY FAIRGROUNDS PAVILION
9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
04;on1 Pash, Pce
Bk\D*::

Mon.-Thurs.
9 A.M.-5:30

eRtt t- BOOK

Fri. -Sat.
330 Soutii Tenth Street

eel
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Spartans Open PCAA Cage Action Tonight
t;a;k,tkill
The 5.15 ,,tts,1>
team gets a chance to turn fver
a new leaf for the new year
this weekend with the epening
of Pacific Coast Athletic As -aviation action.
The Spartans begin their
Might
ia
PCAA championship
Angeles
8 against the I
State Diablo; in 52,11.:,:n Gym.
CC-Santa II l.a. will offer
SJS a sef-ond PCAA vici.fry
portunity Sioux: fay night at 8.
also in Spartan Gym. Both s,,rsity cone Is will be preceded
_

by firslinLin 4:11111’s at ti p.m.
The Spartans have played only
two home games while compiling
a 3.-8 non -conference record. But,
Ivgailully. league play will see a
that rewrd.
near reversal

or

/boo
.taiLfpaa a,/
7/C.C. 7//
1.3e0pC11

7:00
2\rester and 1)rwirtim
C. J. HOWARD
actionless

f J.

SJS
lestling squad gets a
chance ta lest its Pacific Coast
Athletic Asmiciatitin strength this
weekend when the Spartan grapplers engage in their initial

First Baptist Church

Pro9rnmill doual,.$

2nd 8 San Anton.

Wad

3111)

Spartans
F-Coby Dietrick, 6-11, Sr.
F-Pat Hamm, 6-7, Jr.
C-Bernie Veasey, 6-7, Sr.
G-Steve Mortara, 5-11, Jr.
G-Chris Guenther, 6-1, Jr.

For the complete collegiate experience
worship this Sunday at

1:30 Zusiciieon wad

8:30 & 11 a.m. - Morninq Worship
7 p.m. - Evening Service
OF
\TIft

lot favs at 18.7 while 6-8 center
Jess Arterberry 112.21 and guard
Rod Murray I 11.3 ;
But Knight has been hotlfered
for two weeks by an ankle
sprain, an increasingly common
basketball ailment, and may net
play against the Spartans,

pectively, in }’(’A.1 non -conference defensive statistic’s.
But the Spartans must continue a recent pattern of rebound
imprif ell..111 to take advantage
ato 1-. 1 ’
Gaucho defenis last among
sive 1.s, in team reboundPCAA sch
I !.,-;
iii:

lea(is the Gauchos with a 19 point
iiverave. closely followed be
junior renter Data; Rex with 17.8.
Like LA State, Santa Barbara
has a better scoring average than
but the Gauchos
SJS - 87.1
also have allowed more ifints per
The
Gauchos and
85.4.
games
Diablos rank fifth and sixth.

Juniors Steve Mortara and
Chris Guenther will start at
guard with sophomore Dan
Walker available for ready relief.
Montara has only a 6.7 average
hut following a slow start has
offisistently clicking in
double figures while hitting .500
frmn the field. Guenther’s average Ls 5.1.
The entire LA State starting
team sports double figure averages, led by forward Ron Knight
119.131 and guard Mose Adolph
118.8) Forward Morris Thomas

been

Gauchos
F-John Tschogl, 6-6, So.
F-LeRoi Jackson, 6-5, Sr.
C-Doug Rex, 6-8, Jr.
G-Larry Silvett, 5-9, Sr.
G-Bob Emery, 6-3, Sr.

Ankle injuries also have shelved Spartan guard C. J. Howard
and Steve McKean ,*.tr an indefinite period.
Santa Barbara also should be
tough on the Spartans. Playing
a schedule almost as tough as
SJS’. the Gauchos are 4-6. The
only common oppment for the
Spartans and Gauchos has been
Stanford.
The Gauchos tipped Stanford.
67-62, while SJS lost to the In(lians in the season opener, 84-72.
Sen.’ir forward LeRoi Jackson

League Opener on Tap Tonight
For Spartan Wrestling Squad

600

(IN

Diablos
F-Ron Knight, 6-7, Sr.
F-Morris Thomas, 6-3, Jr.
C-Jesse Arterberry, 6-8, Jr.
G-Mose Adolph, 6-1, So,
G-Rod Murray, 6-3. So.

minded Diablos are averaging 96
points per game and have cracked the 100 mark four times.
Led by 6-11 senior forward
Coby Dietrich, the Spartans have
been scoring at a 75.8 clip.
But while SJS has given up
80.4 points per game, the Diablos
have allowed 89.3 against cornpetition probably not of the same
caliber as that f aced by SJS.
Thus, a wide - open offensive
straggle might be in the works.
Dietrich, averaging 18.4 points
and 10.9 rebounds per game, will

SUNDAY
SERVICES

111

Join 6-7 junair Pat Hamm 8.9
ppg) at forwards, while Bernie
Veasey starts at center.
Healthy after a December bout
with an ankle injury, Veasey is
scoring at a 12-point clip while
topping the team in sl...foting percentage at .538.

Starting Lineups

300 SOUTH 10th STREET

i

SJS probably will have to
amass something resembling an
8-2 record to has,. a shot at the
PCAA title. Long Beach State
is the pre-season favorite.
I.A State, 6-3 in non-league
games, will present defensive
probles11
SJS. The fffensive-

Dr. Clarence R Sands.
Pastor
Barry Keiser.
Min;ster to Collegians

College Dept. (Spartan Tr -C)
9;45 a.m. - Mo.-ning Seminar
5:45 p.m. - Evening Forum
Meets at Tri-C Bldg., 3rd & San Antonio

PCAA 1970 outing Saturday
against San Diego State.
The local matmen will unlimber for the SDS meet with a nonleague affair against Sacramento
State. Both meets get underway
at. 7:- / in the ufxstairs Men’s
Gym.
Optimistic coach Bill Smith
looks forward to i;sal showings
on the part of his Spartans following their Christmas layoff.
Smith rates San Diego as the
third best PCAA contingent behind his own squad and Fresno
State.
SJS 9.xik the PCAA crown in
its initial season of competition
last year with an 11-5-1 mark
hut a "mush improved" Fresno

team will be tough isf
according to Smith. The
will send four freshman a .
their weekend compel it .:
of their first dual meet
victory.
Harold Yee. filling in for the
injured Art Stone idislocated
finger) will go in the 118-pound
class. Other entrants for 5.15 include: Tim Owens 1126’. I
Smith (1341, John Jacob,
Terry Kerr (150f, Art-) Dentinguez (158I. Tim Kerr (167), Paul
1771, Ray
flat ling
(190; and Cleve Hell
Additiamilly, aim) Ne5.
wrestle 158s against San
while Walt Thatcher vies as a
167 against the Aztecs.
The Spartans fell to San Fransr-ir.;:ot.State, Far West Conference
power, 23-13, in a pre-holiilay

quest

Chris Guenther: Starter

Frosh Hoopers Risk
Win Streak Tonight
f rosh
a

’1

keeping their unblemished record
intact.
Iligh-scrifing guard Johnnie
Skinner. along with forward Dave
Gainza. pace SJS scoring through
their seven wins, averaging 20.8
and 16.6 points respectively. Both
played key roles in it 66-65 victory over the Bear Frosh in
Berkeley.
It was Skinner’s 12-foot jump
shot with just five seconds remaining that provided the win.
The ex -Philadelphia star totalled
1)4, while Gainza threw in 16
points against the P.ears.
Topping team rebounding is
center Jan Adamson, who has
pulled down 57, six more than
Gainza antl five better than Dave
Paul.

puts
;

1, 11

i.eid the
si to,i..11 pivot ail; outings in Spar-

111 I

1:01 (;:.

WAIT!!
IT’S NOT TOO LATE!

SJS victors included Yee 11151.
Terry Kerr 1142; and Hat hiss’
(171i.
1970 WRESTLING SCHEDULE
JAN. 9 Sacramento State
JAN. 10 San Diego Slate
JAN. 24 Cal State-L.A.
JAN. 24 UC-Santa Barbara
JAN. 31 AT S.F. State Invitational
FEB. 4 AT Southern Oregon
College
FEB. 5 AT Oregon State
FEB. 6 AT Pacific University
FEB. 7 AT University of
Oregon
FEB. 11 Stanford University
FEB. 14 AT UC-Davis and
Humboldt State
FEB. 17 AT Stanford University
FEB. 20 AT Cal State Hayward
FEB. 24 AT Fresno State
Cone,jo

TRY NOTES AND OUTLINES

FEB. 27 AT UC-Berkeley
MAR. 7 PCAA Tournament
MAR. 26 AT NCAA University Division
MAR. 28 National Championships

freshmen must
failings tonight,
rebounding ace John
,n. then match with a
:\
bisil Center squad Sat ’aired by 610 Tom
.oford fame.
I
,o. if he maintains his
.
break the Cal
ording mark while
s.
career scoring
.,1
I he Indians.
only record the Spartans
are concerned with, ha -ever, is

Cage Sites
FG-FGA
Skinner
Gainza
Ghidinelli
Adamson
Paul
Sorensen
Engel
Beauchman
Cantor
laylor
Daggett
Blakewell
Totals

Pct.

FT-FTA

26-31
60-117 .513
47-103 .456
22-34
18-28
32- 85 .376
21-29
27- 55 .491
17-35
16- 41
.390
1- 6
12- 23 .522
5- 7
9- 24 .375
48
3- 13 .231
11 1.000
0- 0
0- 1
1- 3 .333
1- 2
0- 0 .000
0- 0
.000
I
0208-466 .446 115-181

Pct.

Reb.

TP

Avg.

.839
.647
.643
.724
.486
.167
.714
.500
.00’)
.000
.500
.000
.635

24
51
24
57
52
9
12
14
2
3
0
0
289

146
116
82
75
49
25
23
10
2
2
1
0
531

20.8
16.6
11.7
10.7
7.0
6.4
3.3
2.5
1.0
0.7
1.0
0.0
75.8

,. s
,
1

Drive-in and Dining Room Service

’IL

Available at

ir’,TA

iiir

,I.

New & Used Textbooks,
Art Supplies

foM RORK
330 South Tenth Street

AC

COS

Tacos Contain
No Cvelainates.
I.

Phone Orders 297-8421

but they’re still sweet
4th and St. James ,

1
1

Pro Sports: Grow, Prosper
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On the Sidelines
By KEVIN DOYLE
cheerleading answer to an
All-American, again is finding himself a victim of jealously
of ethers.
It seems hard to believe that a person who will be a guest
Kraiv George Henderson, 5.15

aII

cheerleader on Feb. 6 at the University of Idaho: a person
who has been invited to cheer for the San Francisco 49ers or
a person who was the "head" cheerleader for the West in the
is not good

East. West Shrine Gaines at Stanford Stair
e

gh to be head cheerleader at SJS.
Problem is that Krazy George was the only person to turn
out for the tryouts after a great deal of time and effort was
II

posters
spent publicizing the event in the Spartan
throughout the campus and a broadcast over KSJS.
An earlier meeting was held this week for the final tryout
and again. George was the only one to show.
The rally conunittee, or whoever is responsible, said
that there was not enough representatives and that George
could not have the job.
It is niy opinion that even if 25,000 students at SJS showed
g the
up for the tryout, nobody would be as capable of d
job or as popular as Krazy has been with the coaches and
players of Spartan athletic teams the past year.
The quickest decision football coach Joe NleMullen made
this year was to be one of the first to sign the petitions that
Krazy has circulating around campus.
George really doesn’t know how many signatures are neceshe’s just interested in showing
sary and really doesn’t care
the selection committee that he has support.
Basketball coach Dan Glines, assistant Stan Morrison, football aides George Darlington, John Mackovic, Bob Grottkau
and Dewey King (Johnny Johnson, the other coach, wasn’t
around when George arrived) are just a few to support his
cause.
who is

better known for

Even judo coach Yosh Ushida
work with his hands and legs rather than the pen
petition if favor of "our All-American."

inked a

And it is most interesting to know that those backing
George the most are the ones that Krazy keeps busy cheering
for.
George said that he has been asked to take the decision to
Student court, but he is smart enough to realize that the bylaws are so lax in regards to cheerleader tryouts that he would
probably gain nothing.
Besides being just plain popular with everybody who has
attended any sporting event, George has come up with a solid
platform to run on.

Professional sports during the
1960s can be described well with
just two words - - growth and
prosperity.
As most professional teams
have enjoyed good times. the benefits have produced. during the
past tieCLOIC. the biggest boom
ever in pro sports.
Some like to look back to the
1920s as the "Golden Age of
Sport." While the charisma of
Babe Ruth, Red Grange. Bill Tilden and Bobby Jones is great.
no decade in American history
can match the present for sheer
expansion.
This incredible growth is perhaps best reflected in the San
Francisco Bay Area.
TEN YEARS AGO
Think back to 10 years ago-1959. There were only two genuine professional teams in the Bay
Area, the football San Francisco
49ers and the baseball Giants,
who had arrived in 1958 front
New York.
There are now several more, although the area actually may
have hit its peak in 1968. With
oversaturation threatening, a leveling-off process appears underway.
Joining the Giants were the
Oakland Athletics, who arrived

cally defunct," said the blond maniac.
George is not like the typical cheerleader. He can handle
the football cheers as well as the basketball and can hassle
the other team to no end. Against the University of California
earlier this season, the fans got so tired of hearing his drum
but he got even. He took their electric megathey stole it
phone.
We urge you to support Krazy George Henderson’s petition
for head cheerleader and sign your name and student body
number today at either the 7th St. rally or at one of the
basketball games this weekend.

BAY AREA COMPETTUON
The 49ers now get severe competition from the Oakland Raiders, who invaded the Bay Area
for the 1960 season during the
birth of the American Football
League.
Adding to the list are the basketball San Francisco Warriors,
a 1962 arrival formerly of Philadelphia, and the Oakland Seals,
a National Hockey League expansion team formed in 1967.
Already departed, however, are
the Oakland Oaks )now the
Washington Caps, of the American Basketball Association, and
the Oakland Clippers, a shortlived pro soccer team.
In addition, the A’s haven’t
done well at the gate and with
unpredictable owner Charlie Finley managing their destiny, they
may yet wind up in another city.
MORE PROFITS
But, for pro sports on the
whole, expansion has produced
more profits than problems.
Ten years ago there were only
16 major league baseball teams
now there are 24. The Ameri-

can League began expansion in
1961 by adding the California
(then Los Angeles) Angels and
a new Washington Senators team
in 1961, and the National League
followed suit with the New York
Mets and Houston Astrus (then
Colt 45s1 in 1962.
The Seattle Pilots and a new
Kansas City team, the Royals,
joined the AL this past summer
while the San Diego Padres and
Montreal Expos were added to
the NL at the stone time.
But baseball has no monopoly
on expansion. Football has been
even more impressive with the
development and growth of an
entire league.
THE BEGINNING’’’.
The American Football League
began in 1960 with a lot of NFL
rejects, college hopefuls, a shoestring budget and eight teams.
For six seasons the league
slowly improved and then added
a ninth entry, Miami, in 1966.
A tenth, Cincinnati, joined in
1968 while the conference grew
in quality to the point of rivaling
the established NFL.
But the NFL wasn’t stagnant,
growing from 12 teams in 1959 to
14 today amid numerous franchise and divisional changes.
Finally the Super Bowl

Several SJS track team members and former thinclads were
among the top athletes at the
All-American Games indoor meet
held at the San Francisco Cow
Palace last weekend.
los raced to a pair of victories
in the 60-yard dash and 300-yard
run while Lee Evans, also running unattached because he finished his Spartan career last
spring, picked up a victory in the
440-yard dash. .
Callus clocked a 6.0 in the 60,
tying the meet record, while SJS
sprinter Kirk Clayton finished
third in 6.1.
Carlos also established a meet
record in the 300-yard event with
a 31.5 effort, six-tenths of a
second better than his nearest
rival.
Evans edged Curtis Mills of

Texas A&M at the tape to win
the 440 in 48.6.
Versatile Spartan Sam Camthers won the pole vault with an
excellent 17-0 leap, and also
placed fourth in the 60-yard
high hurdles at 7.4,
Caruthers, competing against
famed ex-USC ace Bob Seagren,
won the pole vault on the basis
of the next best vault.
Seagren also cleared 17-0, but

took only one vault while Caruthers also made 16.0. Meet rules
stated that a vaulter got six attempts at any height.
Caruthers deserved the victory,
however, with the best effort of
his career. The Spartan senior
appears a good prospect for the
NCAA championship this year.
The meet, sponsored by the
San Francisco Examiner, annually draws many of the coun-

Intramurals
Intramurals Director Dan Unruh announced that Monday, Jan.
12 will be the final day for signups for the second semester fivemen basketball teams.

For information contact: 3144425
r 5,E P.
.
Rece000 C
C. members
-

Europe-1970
JET CHARTER FLIGHTS
OAKI.C.ND TO LONDON

MANY HEROES
Of course, the decade has produced its individual heroes
men like Roger Maria. Maui’:%
Wills, Willie Mays, Jim Taylor.
Bart Starr, Joe Namath, Wilt
Chamberlain, Bill Russell, Oscar
Robertson, Jack Nicklaus. Bobby
Hull . . . the list is endless.
There have been fairy tale

135
ONE WAY

OAKLAND TO
LONDON/AMSTERDAM

275

try’s top track stars while
heralding the official owning ) ,
the indoor season.

_2),, _AU

For complete flight schedule
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F. . ER FLIGHTS
9,05 M.tltkET ST.
SVN FliNCISCO.
A. 94103
Mail me 1970 charter flight schedule
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SPECIAL RATES FOR UNDER 25’s
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TEI.EPIIONE
378.5860
1708 WINCHESTER
CAMPBEI.L, CALIF.
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2;9.9191
10344 SO. ‘CHITE RD.
SAN JOSE, CALIF.

California.

Busy Weekend Faces Finmen
tan finmen test a tough San
Diego State team in the Spartan
Pool.
SJS hosts Fresno State Sabo’.
day at 2:30.
While two other SJS teams
are sweating it out in the cracks
and corners of nearby Spartan
Gyms, new coach Bill Jay’s hopefuls will be trying to cool off
one of the toughest teams in the

Summer
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Mackovic, a bachelor, met Miss Anton earlier this year at
a Spartan Foundation dinner and his picture appears in the
a publication of the
winter issue of Sideline Chatter

SJS’ 1970 swimming team joins
in on the activities of a busy
home sports weekend tonight at
8 o’clock when the hopeful Spar-

EUROPE
Xmas, E.ster

5230-5295 r.t. from West Coast
Arilable flights from N.Y. Flights
within Europe. Israel, &
Orient

Basketball and hockey, alonv
with such other sports as golf
and bowling, haven’t been quie!
either. For example, the National
Basketball Association has grown
Irons eight to 14 teams over the
past 10 year while hockey bits
expanded and become more istpular in both the major and minor
leagues.

G-IZOIDINS

Angeles.

with Miss

!eons, to, topped by the Jets
and Met, during the past season, The Mets went from the
worst team in baseball to the
best in just eight seasons.
With baseball appearing on the
road hack to greater popularity,
thanks to divisional play and future rule changes, the future of
professional sports in this country
can be described well in just one
word.
Unlimited.

At the same time Unruh an
flounced that there will be an
important meeting for team captains for the basketball season
in MG 201 starting at 3:30.

A reliable source told me that Mackovic is currently seeing
Miss California Sue Anton who lives 60 miles front Los

singing

PACKERS AGAIN
And the Packers again destroyed an AFL entry. the Raiders. in 1968 before the New York
Jets ruined the older league’s
dominance with an incredible
16-7 triumph over the highly favored Baltimore Colts less than
a year ago.

Caruthers, Carlos, Evans Familiar Names
Starring in Examiner All-American Meet

*
*
*
Rumors have it that offensive backfield coach John Mackovic gratefully accepted McMullen’s offer to he in charge of
the junior college scouting in the Southern California area.

Spartan Foundation

emerged, the symbol of big time
sports, and on the first "Super
Sunday" (January 15, 1967r, the
NFL’s Green Bay Packer demolished the Kansas City Chiefs,
35-10.

ROUND TRIP

Running unattached, John Car-

-My platform included that we expand to nine cheerleaders
For (his semester so that we can support all sports at SJS, including the ’minor’ spurts. Also, if we have extra cheerleaders
we can also function as the rally committee which is practi-

from Kansas City in 1968, and the
San Jose Bees. a California
League entry which began operation in 1962.

Pacific Coast Athletic Association.
SJS’ basketballers take on Cal
State-L.A. at 8 p.m. while the
Spartan wrestling squad will be
working out against Sacramento
State in not too distant areas
of the Spartan Gym in rare competition for SJS student support.
Jay’s swimmers will need the
kind of "complete team effort"
they parlayed against San Francisco State tonight if they have
hopes of upsetting the Aztecs,
who seem strong in every sport
these days.

HAPPY PILLOWS
Help In Understanding
Literature is Always

joinioejFrinc enlerpri.sei
(next door to lnderground

Available at Your
Cliff’s Notes Dealer
Ier

Records)

The former owners wished to
enter other pursuits

Titles

You,
Dealer.
or Use
Coupon

Cheaper Then furniture
more FUN too
Others

Furs, Broadcloth, Prints, Solids &

Prices start at $13.00 for custom made
happily stuffed 54 square inch pillows
Discounts available on larger orders

(4

or more)

shapes atul fabric. also mailable. Come by soon
& ilisemer bow easy & enjoyable it is to lw turned on
by a HAPPY 1,11.1.1 It)
VI’atelt Tor donated Happy l’illoos to begin appearing at
arising sm.% ice locations in the area ninth as the Switch.
Special

board, Resielanre., tied F.) e.

this ad through semester termination
soil se sill pay llie sales tax
I

*Mention

r* ******* ************ ********** *****1

US CATS
HAVE BOOKS
College Book Sellers
Corner of San Fernando and Third St.
286-6637
We have a complete line of paperbacks,
critical guides and study aides
SJS textbooks bought and sold

Bates Floaters are more
popular than ever!
$1 at your bookseller

11.95

SPARTAN
BOOKSTORE

Grodins has the Bay Area’s important selection of famous Bates Floaters. Soft,
glove leathers and brushed shags in a wide

NEW

STUDENT

selection of colors and sizes.

UNION BLDG.

ALMADEN FASHION PLAZA
SAN ANTONIO CENTER
’Shop Monday through tiriday nights.
Volley For Open Sot ’fil 9 30 Plenty of free parking.

Shop Sundays noon to 5 P.M.

Underground
$3.19
$319
$3.19
$3.81
$3.81
56.00

Quicksilver

Records New Releases
Srady Grove

Larry Cory e!!
Harvey MandeilGorves Guitars Play
Children’s
Moody Blues To Our
Plastic Ono Band (Live at Ontario)
Stealin (New Bootleg Dylan)

’ Mention this ad through .tionder terminal.
and we will pa% the -ale, tax
Hours

Mon. -Fri. 11-9
Sat, 10-6
Sun. 1-6

[.Si Fcm-laado
284--rSCS

R-MPARTiN Dill V
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Zero Population I.nos lb, 12 te
I’mon
2 p.m.,
Room. Th,
ir:
which his 1 I!rote
.t.m.el
tends to
at educating fox...a the 1...sie
goal of stalde poptilat.on. alvit.tion law reform iii vi alit

’-

and travel hyXv car to Angei.
in San Jose
spArt’or
r, ( , ’1 15 a.m. and
to the Sparta!,
Tr.a.
Third and San
Antonio Streets. Two films are
scheduled, -Will You Join the
Crusade Against God?" at the
first session and -Through Gates
of Splendor" at the closing meet Mg.
t luh, 8 p.m., 232 So.
10th St., apartment 5. A discussion on the I3aha’i peace plan
is scheduled. All interested student:, are invited.

PIllar.

,
che
Xlameda and Park Ave. Topic
Hu,
-lc’
You Are nw Ilu-

NEED MONEY $ - Newspaper sent
NON-PROFIT FLYING CLUB needs students and licensed pilots. Four aircraft, ale p,ngran 1,11 time, part time, steady
ow membership fee & monthly dues. woo, 4 good men warted immediately
Age 18 to 29. 82 per hr. guaranteed
257-7562 or 248.8484.
plus bonus. No exp. needed. Ear, while
._
You learn. Transportation frn. Call vet EUROPE JET FLIGHTS
(For students. loc..,Ity and staff only) day. Mr. Looney 292-6811.
Los AngelesLondon- (P.ound.trip) Mar.
29-.June 16, 11 Weeks $255. June 15- MALE & FEMALE: Full or Pert-time Ice
Sept. 22, 14 Weeks $295. June 2I -Aug. Cream & Soft Drink Vending Route.
21, 9 Weeks $295. July 5-Sept. 3, 8 30% commission. Tropical Ice Cream
Weeks $295. For application write or Co. 358 N. Montgomery. 9-11 am
:all: LTS TRAVEL: 4246 Overland Ave. 297.4228.
Culver City, 90230. 1408) 286-6929 FEMALE DANCERS - area’s most psy213) 839 7591.
chederc atmosphere. THE BEAR KAVE:
Sr. San Jose.
MONDAY
AUTO INSURANCE as low as $86 per 525 S. 24th
Israeli St udents rag:Infest Ion, year for married, good students. Also, HEATHFRLEE Agencies now accepting
over
men
for
single
excellent savings
temporary & part-time
12:30 p.m.. College 1 ’iiiin, C
21. Call George Campbell 244-9600.
,
& huusekeeping. 296.3533.
_
-- t
ROOM.
CAR RALLYE by San Jose Touring Club. PART TIME & Temporary babysitters &
Start 68 p.m. Sat.. Jan. 10, from Foreign hx.,sekeepers needed. Heatherlee AgencA.,to Parts on San Canon Ave.. San Jose. ies, 296-3533,
,+,
287-7458. Beginners Welcome
car.
GIRL STUDENT for sitter, light hsip.
torn the Madding Crowd’ Friday Ens. F:othills. 2:00 to 5:00 p.m. Week..s Need car. $22.00 per week. Mr.
50c
. 7 & 10 p.m.
’on 251-0987 after 6 p.m.

TOMORROW
Jonah’s Wall Coffee

ii1/1410% 8
10th and
San Carlos Streets. Folk singing
and films "A Time for War" are
scheduled. Also Friday a satirical
eview by the council players
will he featured.
midnight,

to

RENTALS

S.

SUNDAY

at student rates
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Air Pollution Problem
Aevers Burial Decade

’vote",

We honor Master
Charge and Firs..
National cdrdf.

!,..

Sales-Servi,:e
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71 E. San Fernando St.
8:30-5:30 daily & 9-4 Sat.

;

A1’1=copIes

EACH

NO P.INIK.Uti
Jan 1 970 only
with this coupon
it

OPEN 7 DAYS

(’MIS A PROBLEM

Open 7ti5 AM to I? P.idriirrht
(during Jan A-Finals)

it thy problem oi k.it’
m caused by cars will never
conntetelv resolved until a
s,tisfactory substitute is invent t.. replace the internal corn 1::.s t ion engine.
A I the G werno I’s Conference
on california’s Changing Environment held recently in Los An ?
an air policy was set forth,
iv -Ph they th.,tight that the
,n.!. term soluti,n I, the metromti ty.11tition problem is
adequate !while. rapid transporlattm.
"However," the report says,
e Fee ’got
thot in the time
’lit will take to implement
this transportation system, the
etivioniment will continue to
grOW WOVSP from the pollution
!induced by autos. It is felt that

Make appointment for
Thesis

480 SO. 10th
near Williston
2 blocks from cactus
see the map below
295-7773_
II

campus copy
1490 s. loth
s
S 400 for

13 FREE cl)Pes

per person
,!
..4;,--#740:e.o.".17-0"..CCIJOC4COL‘
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WE E117447 TELEVISION
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Impudiate

stereo

Delivery

eictii. it releetikit
292-3457

1330 W. San Carlos
....14,:ordzearzr"

AUTOMOTIVE 121

HOUSING 151

64 VW BUG, Great little car to get
have been
, around town. SUNROOF to catch
the emissiiins
e,s ’hang out of. GOOD TIRES. MUST
cars. This negligence SELL! Best offer. 287-7189 after 6.
be tolerated.
’FAR FROM THE Meddening Crowd"
...commended that
kn. Jan. 9, Morris Daley 7 & 10
1 amendment to al I.,ss
,’,is tax monies 1...
.lor & motor in good
’61 FORD,
i
r i..rs & hocd latch $95.
11,
f 294 1084.
tam’. R.ANNED
cond. Skiers Delight.
65 SPhITE
flI the internal
Tiff
.. 33.000 miles. Must Sell.
should be
8 p.m.
C,Ii69 HONDA Si 125, Superb condition.
.acorrianc
riLp6 N. 5th St. S.J., Apt. 9.
Mil...
.
vith
hill
rimed in Me ant .;.,. .ion of the 66 MGB Super Clean, New Michelin X
Excellent condition $1550. Call
legislat tire.
"2-4595,
Once a satisfactory substitute
’62 CHEV. Impala, Automatic Trans.
has been invented for the internal power steering. Very clean, $600. 286-4863
oanbustion engine, much of the ask for Tim.
smog problem will hove been
- Modified Six - Monroe
taken care of. But there’s still ’63 FALCON
Air Lifts, New Trans..
overloads. De:,
the factories. Not only do they Generator, Starter, Regulator, Michelin
contribute to pollution of the air, Tires, much more. $700. Call after 2 p.m.
but also to water. What it will 259.0824.
take is money end initiative to 62 VW BUS. $500. Rebuilt encl., new
ks &
correct this situation.
H. Seen at 485 E. Reed, or
, 29ff - between 5 & 7 p.m.
The lailicy states that ecological and Si cial values must be la. MUSTANG convertible. 4 speed,
294.13287 -8850.
the prime consideration of land
planning and development, anti ’68 BULTACO t T:ore 250cc. 2400 mi.
lhit in the fincl analysis in (plea- I Ca . 2n6 913’. Excellent condition. $500
ah
thins of land development, the

ISROOlt
Viriter
.i54, as my
v...lked OW of
rtieularly slog’.. our teach down at the

"
1 keep our eyes from
tering mach, but it emphasized
the fact that the smog situation was getting pretty bad.
nv 15 years Liter. The
It is
it’
nalution situation hasn’t
o.ge.1 1 ni Me Letter since then,
ii I.ct. it has gotten worse in
ono. cities, and si.me cities now
problem which
.
toev didn’t have 15 years ago.
,
The 1
.i.tributing factor
during the Otis
mu bile, and the
xe more ears ,in
hnil ever befrire.
le consid’fl,e -11
,
1
,, t been
era1.0
I r the
tliat ant i-sta,.g,
\ ices be insialler1 on the ears. This P.:Ik;
ni ale a requirement in 1962.
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Phone 294-2091

*over -night 2d wait for it
per only
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297-0803,

HELP WAN.TED 141

ANNOUNCEMENTS III
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COLLEGE COUPLES WELCOME! - 2
chi,d - OK/Adult area/P001/rec. rm.
10 min. from SJS. 2 bdrm. $135 Mgr.
286-3795,
FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted: to share
2 bdrm. apt. w,th 2 others. Own bdrrn.
Furnished, 780 S. 11th St. *19. Call
after 5 p.m. 297-4277.
READII Before signing any new leases or
fontracts for negt semester, check out
State II at 155 S. 11th, Erc. food, parking, social lounges, party basement. etc.
Coed. $525/sent, room & board, Oil.:
$300/sent. room &
SPACE IN THE COLLEGE re,idence halls
.
e spring semester.
Apo:
Le picked up in the
Housing GI,
319 S. 5th St. *6.
2 FEMALE ROOMMATES needed - to
share 1 bdrm. apt. $50/mo. 357 E. San
Fernando #1, Call Kathy, 286-5673.
"Far from the Madding Crowd" Friday,
50c
Jan. 9, Morris Dailey. 7 & 10 p.m.
I GIRL needed to share 1 bdrm. apt.
$50/mo. 426 S. 6th #8. Call evenings,
292-7185.
FEMALE ROOMMATE, 21 or over to
share 3 bdrm. cabin in Felton 869/mo,
Call 335-7528 or 287-8575 after 6.
I FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to share
modern. 2 bdrm, Townhouse apt. with 2
others. 446 S. 11th #2. 2864104.

REGULARLY 84.

64’
WITH COUPON

-:d diamond ring. approx.
on campus. REWARD!
3’)?._P’ea_sel
, ;Oen& small
2 FEMALE NON-SMOKER roommate: FOUND:
.
’
r .ppy with rod
needed. 2 bdrm, apt. across from Dun
, 29/ 6232
can Hall 415 S. 5th St. #11 $40/me.
Call 236.6931.
LOST: Beige lades wallet in Spartan
S’,..re Wed. morn:ng, 9:45. REINDUSTRIAL Design Junior, age 26 WARD! Call 296-5490 after 4 p.m.
Navy veteran, looking for pad near cam.
pus with mature, nonsmoker roommate.
, PERSONALS $71
Jay at 287.0985.
MEN ONLY, large rooms, good food
game tables and TV. Room and board
$95/mo. Room only $55/mo. Open year
around. 345 E. William 287.0209.

ON THIS DAY - INFINITELY PAINFUL
- THE FIRST DAY OF REST OF OUR
LIVES I CHOOSE ish -AND THE PAIN
IS GONE.
I FEMALE roommate needed to share FALL GRADS: If yuu have extra tickets
quiet spacious. 2 bdor. 2 .reth apt. with for graduation call 378.3307 after 6 p.m.
Will pay 75c each.
2- 11)66.
3 others. 550 S. 11
NEEDED: 1-4et, for January Graduation,
,cge Call Cathy 20 2362.
COED living cent,
:. ,ms
ith color TV, heated p,
and game room. Room at.; E f.d $450/
SERVICES 181
semester. 8270 room only. Open year
round. 525 So. 9th, 287-4885.
my hcme. Fm. AcSTUDENT TYPING
Mrs. Baxter. Phone
’
’
2 FEMALE roommate: reeded to share
from
2.,
2 bdrm, apt. w/one other. I blk
carnous. $53.34/rno, upper div. pref. Cal: EXPERT TYPING SERVICE E. San Joss,
Bev 287-4796.
258-4335 143 Bahama Way,
RENT A TV OR STEREO: Free service.
FEMALE GRAD - wanted to share 3
contract. Free delivery in SJ. Call
rooms, very nice apartment, 860/mo. No
Fsche’s, 251-25913.
Call Mary Ann 286-3606.
EXPERIENCED TYPIST. Accurate, Feat.
1 FEMALE ROOMMATE to shore 2 Can Edit. 5 miles from campus. Mrs.
3 others. Move in Feb. Aslanian - 298-4104.
brifrr tr ,
I, 51, f-, 2,5 S 12th #2 - 295-3422 EXPERIENCED TYPING - ELECTRIC.
Master’s - Reports - Dissertations.
MALE ROOMMATE needed. 726 S. 107h Marianne Tamberg. 1924 Harris Ave.
St #6. 553 a msrth 295-0811.
Call 371-0395. San Jose,
Translations by
FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted. Own GERMAN -ENGLISH
room #53/mo. .Next to campus. 295- graduate st.ident 377.2367.
1825. Call for interview.
OUTSTANDING TYPING - Seleotric.
Term papers, reports, manuscript’. V.
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to Barker, 294-0076 Weekdays only 8-6.
share apt. with 5 others. $55/mo. 3 -XEROX Copies 3c each. Ask about our
bdrm., 2 bath. 215 S. 12th #5. Call 2c termpaper thesis. Campus Copy 480
286.4164.
S. 10th & E. Williams. 295-7778,
EXPERIENCED TYPING - ELECTRFC.
MALE ROOMMATE - wanted to share Term Paper:, Tees-,. etc. Dependable.
2 bdrre, apt. with 2 others for Spr,ng
294.1313.
Sere. Near campus. $61 plus utif. 294.
6019 ask for Jim Prosser or leave mes
, TRANSPORTATION 191
sage.

WANTED: One roommate prefer Jr. or
Sr. 148 William #16. 294-4553.
NEEDED 2 FEMALE ROOMMATES to
share new apt. with 2 others. $55,/rno.
287.4943.
MOVING. Need to sell Boarding House
Ai n after
correct. Col; n;,1
6. 293-9908.

BOGNER SKI PANTS, navy blue, worn, nlr size 16, worn twice. $45/best offer.
Call Barbara 286-0690 after 5 p.m.

Sixth and Santa Cara

OFFER EXPIRES JAN, 12, 1970

J kiSt kRY SPECIAL
15C HAMBURGERS

3
4
5
6

lines
lines
lines
lines

Add this
amount for
each addi
honal line

Two days

LSO
2.00
2.50
3.00

2.00
2.50
3.00
3.50

-2:
2.75
3.25
3.75

2.40
2.90
3.40
3.90

2.5’
3.00
3.504.00

.50

.50

.50

.150

.,,

Three days

Four days

Five days

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
Announcements (I)
0 Automotive (2)
0 For Sale (3)

MON.-WED.-FRI.
II - 1 - 1:30-3:30

No refunds on cancelled ads. Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 letters and spaces for each line)

One day

.411

Come to:
Classified Adv.
Office - J206

Phone 294.6414, Ext. 2465

CLASSIFIED RATES

drink, all for 64c with this ad.

To Place
an ad:

Send in handy order blank
Enclose cash or check.
Make check out to Spartan
Daily Classifieds.

COMPLETE SKI EQUIPMENT - $100/
f.
Buckle Boots (111/2), Volkyl
‘
170$), Markers finest binds P. Aluminum Boot Tree,

RED BARN

JET CHARTERS to Europe for summer,
book early! Pr,),11 $179 one way, NO
FEE. Contact Prof. Mane at 293-1033.
EUROPE CHARTER FLIGHTS, Severel
schedules from L.A. and Oakland to
London, Amsterdam, Frankfurt. From
$255 to $325. - roundtrip: $150
$185 - one-way. Coordinator: Professor Frank Peal, 247 Roycroft. Long
Beach 90803 438-2179.
WANTED: Ride to Mammoth Ski Resort.
After Jan. 22,3. W:11 split expenses. Call
295 5793,
EUROPE CHARTER FLIGHTS. Summer
ftig+ts from L.A. and Oaklend, to London. Amsterdam, Frankfurt. From $270
to $375 roundfrlp, $150 to $185 Oneat,-: Professor Frank F.
Way. C.-,
Peel, 247 Roicr,.ft Ave. Long Beach
90803. 438-2179.
Art:st -rfreds-;7df---... share ex
pense Sem. breat. Send details. Jim
5141/2 Flagg Ave. San Jose 95128.

TUES.-THURS.
9:30-10:30

ELECTRIC TYPEWRITER - Standard
lite, excellent condition, 292-0504 or
294-1902 after 6 p.m.

STEWART DRUMS - orange, 6 pieces,
Ludwig Cymbals, Like new - $150. 8670790.

BIG BARNEY, french fries, and I5c

1,U1110 14)

644 S. I Ith STREET needs 1 female
V,
roommate. Spacious apartment. 2 bdrms.. LOST:
Dec. 29, r
fireplace, TV. Call 298-7978,

WOODLATHE 12" swing, 4’ long $29.95
new, Radial Drill Press 32- $37.50 new.
8 Ball bearieq tilt arbor fable saw with
1 h p. mot,.- complete for $60 new. 292
0409 or 1 blk. from campus at 60 E. San
Fernando.

Minimum
Three lines
One day

LOST

ret,, box of books and
DORM CONTRACT
available,
room
me,6 r /ARD: Please
Leave
293,99(9
.
taken for green sports car behind
do. re.. Jan 5, no questions. Dave Powers.
294.6519. 335 S. 10th.
GREAT LOCATION. P
kulu,k female dog. White
FOUND: .a
-, no tn.:s.
12-16-69 on
k - r do 296-8432.
_ _ _
cf vacation:
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR MISSING
Female
SPRING SEMESTER- Own room,
E.
or
util.
smoker, up-div. $65/mo.
from campus. Call Ruth, 2921298,
,ou have

1 FEMALE ROOMMATE to share nice 2
2 r
w.th 3 others. $50/mo. 2 BDRM. FURN. Apt. available now!
555 S. 10th #17. 287-3531.
$170/mo. 665 S. Eighth, Apt, 2. Call
manager 297-6537.
WANTED Tolerant roommate. $60/mo.
Clean apt. 395 S. 4th Apt. 1, 297.8042. RECENTLY Painted 2 bdrrn, unfurrished
Free & Open atmosphere.
Call
min
from
SJSC.
5
$120/mo.
apts.
293-5995,
TWO GIRLS wanted to rent one bdrm
of large house with studio space with FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED-Royal
three male art students. Call 292-5212. Lanai Apts. - Upper Division pref. $58:
mo. 259-4714.
MALE ROOMMATE needed to share 2
bedroom apartment with 3 others. Close I OR 2 FEMALE ROOMMATES needed
:o campus 47.50. Upper division non. to share apt, with 2 -thers. 599 S. 10th
smoker. Jay or Jim at 287-0985.
#29. Call 292.7837,

rights of the community shall he I ’62 STEP VAN, 4 Cyl., 16.20 MPG
: $550,/offer. Call 286-5806. 36
of higher prhirity than the rights IC
of the individual.
In the Ray Area, the 6fis ’62 TR4. $%S.C. 5 000 mf, on engine, good
brought about out of revero,:l.
the Ray Area Conservation and 66 PONTIAC GTO 389 eng., 4-speed.
radials, 38,000 mi.
’’’ ’’rt .
Development
Commission
Lo. 2022 ask for John
I P.C1)C1, which has had some lit.
fitionce in Sacramento. They 11.fs.,
Itialed much public interest in 58 RENAULT - ru^s well, excellent gas
, new i
$75. Call 257.
I be "so ve the Bay" campaign 1..
I BEDROOM Furnished Apartments. $85/
P: lt the filling of the hay.
_nly. 674 S. 9th. Call 286-2837,
1957 CHIVY A ’
1. Recent valve
BRANCH
us. Must sell. STATE HOUSE now accepting applicaif7,19A.
.. 2 bdrrns., 2 baths. 8180 & $200/
The
was also or. Call 297.8596.
ier 30 V.
;,.rve
and en.103 69 YAMAHA 250. 2
.Ick like new $.
2 FEMALE roommates needed to share
X new branch
nt.w’fh 2 othe, :mmed., 148 E. Wit wits organ15 $S7 n. no, Call 286-4538,
’I’
!I 1
lied this
SJS campus.
131
...WE SALE
What can 15.. look forward to
in ’Tits? More pollution of course.
U.S. SURPLUS: (feld Jackets, Combat
There are mare people now than 3oots, Bell Bottom Pants, Pea Coats, &
the mirth ean withstand. Progress Camping Supplies. HIPPIE FASHIONS
in the ’Ths will hopefully mean (urn, Leather & Suede Jackets, Velvet
progress toward solving the ecol- Goodies. Jack & Pat’s 3rd Hand Store
175 E. Hedding St. between 8th & 9th
,g’s problems of the United Hours 11-6. Closed Mondays,
Stales in air, water, over-popuFREE EAR PIERCING - FAST - PAINlation, and in conservation.
LESS with purchase of Gold Earrings
What is bringing about the from $7.50) Call for appointment. 297progress now is the concern of ,572 Evelyn’ s. 40 S. lit St. Downtown
the people. It is bringing about ’ORIENTAL WARDROBE. exgui,:re carols f-.an disassemble) use to decorate
further research and development
home temple run 9, 12 a prize. Sornt
I’ ward s +Ohms which must be brira.brac. 532 6671 Oakland,
brotedit al., dt :Mil soon.
MAGNAVOX Portable Stereo with AM/
FM radio. $100 or best offer. Call 2953034 or 295.8793.
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THE ’70s ARRIVE IN STYLE
See Page 4

GREGORY SPEAKS OUT
DICK GREGORY, SJS scholar in residence for fall
1969-70, is one of the busiest men around. The
comic, who commanded a top salary in night clubs,
has virtually given up his show business career. He
now visits some 300 colleges a year while researching
three books he’s writing, including one on Black
inventors. At SJS, he not only spoke to classes and
presented major speeches in the College Union but
gave interviews to on- and off -campus press. During a
December interview in the Black Studies office,
Gregory offered NOW Magazine predictions on education and this country’s future.

NOW: You’ve been speaking to colleges for three
years now. Do you see the position of the college in
the community changing? Before, colleges were
static; now are they getting more involved?

out of state. So they (the college kids( boycotted the
town. The town passed a resolution to pay college
kids to ride around with the police.
NOW: In one of your books, you said you didn’t
think your college education was meaningful and you
didn’t see any importance to a college education.
Because of this change in colleges, do you see
education as being meaningful?
GREGORY: I don’t think right now. Eventually,
when you get the basic changes where this country
will teach educate, not indoctrinate. You see, right
now, they manufacture you for a system. The only
system you’re fit for when you come out is the
American capitalistic system. You are fit to go out
and make a profit. That’s going to break down in a
few years, once the changes come in our basic
attitudes where you don’t have to worry about taking
a test in college and the professor being anything but

By DONNA ABERNATHY

I’m saying, in the future you’ll see these kids
sitting on the board of directors. You’ll see kids who
are going to build like kids here built the student
union with their money. Kids are going to build the
dormitory and it’s going to be theirs and it’s going to
be a co-op system, and they’re going to live in a brand
new dormitory for $250 cheaper than they could live
in that old one.
You’ll see college kids dealing with the town. The
college towns hate the kids, but they couldn’t survive
without them. It’s beginning to happen now. I know,
incidentally, in Kansas the cops wouldn’t do anything
to the local kids who attacked the college kids from
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(continued on page 6)

editor’s message
The ’70s are here! We embark upon a decade that
promises to be even more progressive, controversial
and eventful than the flamboyant 1960s it succeeds.

GREGORY: I would say the college is changing, even
though it is not all becoming more involved. It’s
making changes to keep from getting involved. In
other words, no college is the same as it was three
years ago. A college used to be a place you could go
to and be in prison. A college was a good, safe place
to send a kid and now it’s not. This is happening
you’ve got coed dormitories and you’re getting laws
on campus where girls can stay out as long as the
boys. Parents always figured they would send their
girl to college and know she’d be in at 11 o’clock, and
they wouldn’t have to worry about her getting
knocked up. Parents are going to have to realize that
the burden of their daughter’s attitudes and moral
fiber is going to depend on what they did at home. In
other words, the college is no longer going to be the
guard for a parent who is worrying about his daughter
getting pregnant, and that’s the way it should be.
I don’t think we have to worry about the group of
kids who are in school now, but the school kids who
will be coming in the next four years, who have
participated in demonstrations in high school, who
have been arrested and who have seen police walking
through hallways. When they come to college, this
won’t be a shock to them. So I think what’s going to
happen is the percentage of kids participating in
direct action on college campuses is going to increase.
The college sets the tone for the high school. Show
me a college that plays soccer, I’ll show you high
schools in the area that play soccer.
In America, last year, 92 per cent of every high
school in America had a disruption. You have two
types of disruption in high schools. You’ve got the
confrontation of the Black and White kids of the
community and the protest. Any kid, Black or White,
who is stupid enough to fight in high school is not
college material. If they came to college, you can deal
with a fight. But the kids who have the wisdom to go
they’re college material.
into direct action protest

GREGORY: No, I spend this time because I believe
young people in America are honest, dedicated and
sincere. I truly believe that a true democracy depends
on an informed people and I think that the press has
neglected the basic freedoms of America by not being
as free from government control and local control.
Consequently, individuals like myself take it upon
themselves to arm themselves with knowledge and go
out to counteract this to break through this basic
ignorance. I think it’s a darn shame about these white
kids where nothing scares them so much as a
communist. The white kids have to realize that
communism is a real thing, but it ain’t nothing to be

NOW magazine kicks off the new decade by
centering on prognostications of what the ’70s will
bring. Donna Abernathy’s interview with Dick
Gregory reflects the famous civil rights leader’s views
and predictions on contemporary education and its
relation to the black student.
In an informative article on the right-wing Young
Americans for Freedom (1’AF) NOW staff writer Ken
Alford looks ahead to the conservative organization’s
plans for the ’70s.
For those readers desiring a sneak preview of the
’70s, Charlotte Marshall and Ryan Reinhold combine
pretty coed models, exotic automobiles and the latest
in fashion to show what will be the vogue during the
new decade.
The Campus Spotlight presents noteworthy personalities on the SJS campus. Joanne Giovannini is
credited with searching out the interesting persons for
this issue of NOW’s standing feature.
PHOTOS BY TED BENSON

an instructor. He doesn’t have to be a cop. That’s not
his job, walking around seeing if I cheat. If I cheat in
college, the responsibility is going to fall on me. I’m
going to be the one who is going to come up tight
when I need that course I cheated in.
I think we’ll get to the point where we drop
grading systems. What difference does it make if we
make 90 or 10000 a test? That doesn’t make you a
better man. I think you’re going to see that we’re
going to extend the college education longer, once we
quit going to college to learn how to make a living. As
long as you’re going to college to get a job, you have
to get out quick. You’re going to see the day when
we’re going to have a demand to go to college for 8
years. It’s going to help to stagger the job shortage for
the kids. I think you’re going to see the high school
time increase.
I think you’re going to see these tremendous
changes. Tremendous, massive education programs in
this country with television. I think you’ll see
different teaching techniques. Man will learn more
about the mind
more about the human brain
today. I think the system as we know it today will be
completely overhauled. Ten years from now, we
might not be able to recognize it.
NOW: By speaking to college kids the way you are
now, devoting almost all of your time to college
tours, what do you hope to put across to the college
kids? Does it matter to you if the audience is white or
black? Are you appealing to any one section?

It is with pride that the entire staff presents this,
the first issue of NOW magazine for the 1970s. We
wish to thank the Department of Journalism and
Advertising for its aid and cooperation, without
which this magazine could not be published. We hope
our publication will remain a permanent fixture for
the enjoyment and enlightenment of the students of
San Jose State College during the coming year.
Bill Dreger
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THANKS ONCE AGAIN!

YAF Flexes Its Muscles
For the ’70s

For making our Christmas
Charter Programs a complete
success. All flights operated as
scheduled.

\\

WE ARE NOW ACCEPTING
reservations for our
Summer Program.
SEND FOR SCHEDULES AND PRICES

By KEN ALFORD
OLD BATTLECRIES for conservatism are returning
loud and strong on college campuses across the
nation.
-The conservatives really have grown," according
to a high official of a large middle -West university.
"There’s a regular set of counter -demonstrators now
and we often have as many objectors to the demonstrators as we have demonstrators. The growth has
not been particularly sudden. Rather, it has been
ignored because the conservatives have been badly
organized."
Young Americans for Freedom (YAF), the largest
of the college conservative organizations, now claims
a membership of 51,000 in 480 chapters (the YAF
chapter at SJS claimed 30 members in 1963 but is
now inactive). One of its officers recently said: "No
one writes about Young Americans for Freedom; the
press has always covered SDS (Students for a Democratic Society) but this year it’s going to be different."’
YAF New York State chairman Jim Farley
believes that most students take the path of least
resistance when following SDS leaders. Farley said:
"We began to call the ’silent majority’ the ’chicken
majority!’ Students followed like sheep if only one
SDS member walked out of class. The majority of
students don’t give a damn and this worked out in
SDS’ favor."
The YAFers admit they plan to combat the SDS
with the same harassing techniques that SDS uses
against college administrations and will no longer wait
for SDS to make the first move. They said they plan
to take offensive actions such as occupying SDS
headquarters, setting up legal defense funds for their
members, and suing private institutions for breach of
contract if they close down because of SDS demands.
They disclosed they intend to refuse to pay student
body fees where SDS controls the student newspapers
and student government and the money is used for
SDS activities (expenses for buses to haul students to
the Pentagon were paid by the student government at
Fordham). They have threatened to sue public

officials of public institutions on behalf of taxpayers
and make citizen’s arrests if they see a crime
committed by an SDS student.
Farley said: "Most people don’t realize that you’re
not trespassing until somebody calls the police and
asks that the intruders be removed. We will occupy
SDS headquarters this year (1969), and would like to
see them call the police. Then it would be the pot
calling the kettle black."
Another YAFer said the word is out to "Get SDS"
and "My advice to SDS is that before they go on the
offensive again, they make sure their hospital insurance is paid up."
While YAFers admit there are differences between
liberals and the far left and that many SDSers don’t
adhere to the Communist Party line, they intend to
slap the red label on every radical student. The
reason, according to Farley, is: "We get contributions
from the older Republicans, the ones who formed
their opinions of Communism in the ’30s."
One of the few similarities between YAFers and
SDSers is that members of both organizations are
against the draft. However, the YAFers are also
against draft card burning and for the Goldwater McGovern bill calling for a volunteer army. At the
YAF convention in St. Louis where 723 voting
delegates met in August, 1969, one YAFer from the
Virginia delegation got carried away during a debate
on the draft, burning a Xerox copy of his draft card.
Almost everyone present condemned his action and
recommended his excommunication by the National
Board. The Board executed the recommendation the
following morning by giving the expelled a Xerox
copy of his expulsion notice for further incendiary
use.
It is not surprising that the YAFers support a
Goldwater -initiated bill since in 1964 they supported
Goldwater for president and in 1961, at their first
rally, 3,200 YAFers (6,000 were turned away)
squeezed into New York City’s Manhattan Center and
gave Goldwater a standing ovation for five minutes
(continued on page 7)
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San Jose Stat
the ’70s as they j

By CHARLOTTE MARSHALL
and RYAN REINHOLD

Two interpretations of the
sporty mini length are shown ready
for a quick spin. Nancy reflects the
Indian influence with headband
scarf. The sporty convertible is a
new MG -C model for 1970 which
boasts a spirited 3,000 c.c. 6 cylinder engine.

PHOTOS BY CHUCK SHAWVER

Short minis will still be fashion
news in the ’70s. Nancy shows her
flair for this subdued flower print
with neck scarf. The XJ-6 Jaguar
sedan features the traditional
Jaguar drophead six engine.
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AND ATTIRE
THE ’70s
axciting fashions in store, whether your fancy
ley Fair has predicted the spring trend in clothes
an Jose drives into the 1970s with the newest in
Loyci Brooks and Nancy Selby set the pace for
r prediction.

It certainly looks like a fashion
flash -back with the maxi coat, but
it’s future. Loyci tops off a knit
pant outfit with a white vinyl maxi.
The XKE, a sleek Jaguar coupe,
features 4.2 litre, twin overhead
camshaft engine that cranks out
246 bhp at 5500 rpm.

The maxi length weaves its way
back into the fashion spotlight.
Nancy glances into the future with
this ribbed knit vest and skirt. This
Italian -bodied Mongusta, with a
302-cubic-inch Ford engine, fits
right in with the futuristic picture.

ON OUR COVER
Once again the classics meet.
Loyci in an accordion pleat evening
pant ensemble leans toward the
Rolls for a complete 1970 look.
The car, with a 6 cylinder engine,
has a Parkboard body.
NOW / 5

trends and policies, is going to see a police state, or
do you think it already exists?

’GREGORY’

GREGORY: It all depends on where you are or who
you are. I think you’re going to see a healthy thing
where everybody is going to come under that gun
instead of just the Chicanos, Indians, Black folks and
Puerto Ricans. The healthy thing is that once the gun
is aimed at White folks like the gun is aimed at us,
they’re going to do something about it. All along,
Black folks smoking pot would get 10 years. Now
you’re talking about repealing all them laws. White
kid gets caught smoking pot, he’s not going to go to
jail.
That’s the way it should have been in the first
place. What I would say is that you’re going to see
this thing reach out. Th. Black Panthers were killed
in Chicago for one reason, because we’re feeding
hungry people. If White folks get together and start
talking about feeding hungry people in Appalachia,
they’ll kill you too. I think you’re going to see the
filth of this system branch out and extend on to
cover everyone.

(continued from page 2)
afraid of. One day when he gets informed enough to
realize that he’s dealing with human beings and not
disciplines then nothing will scare him.
I think one of the important things I’m doing is
spreading a great big wealth of knowledge. This
knowledge is really no big thing. The only reason my
knowledge is so profound is because I’m in a country
with dumb folks, Hell, I could go to Arabia and
England and talk to a 13 -year -old kid, and he makes
more sense than grown people from America. I think
it’s very important that the educational institutions
start dealing with this.
It’s a darn shame. You come here, and you go
through high school and you have no room for your
mind to expand. They give you a test, and you know
before they give it to you what they want you to say.
Nine times out of 10, the teacher who’s using the
book has got the answers from some firm in New
York City. If you have a brilliant idea and can
project, project a long way, if you really came up
with the first Indian who discovered America, you’d
flunk. We want you to say Columbus. Columbus did
not discover America.
NOW: You once described your philosophy toward
the "revolution" as brinkmanship. Could you explain
that?
GREGORY: Yeah. I think that America found
something with John Foster Dulles when he kept this
country on the brink of war. It cost just as much
money to be on the brink of war as it did to fight a
war at that time. Twenty-four hours a day, he
worried about when he was going to fight. I think the
fact that America stays on the brink of thinking she’s
on a revolution is making her clean up a whole lot of
things she wouldn’t clean up ordinarily. Just the fear

NOW: Do you think this system is worth saving or
would you like to see it completely overhauled?
of what could happen.
You see, America cannot afford a revolution. A
revolution would level this country to the ground
overnight. We’re too sophisticated. We’ve got too
many sewers in America with too much sewer gas in
them and too much natural gas running underground.
Throw dynamite in a huge area, you’d blow up every
natural gas pipeline in America.
I think the gains have been made because this
country’s been on the brink of a revolution. Now
you’ve got two ways to go. She might straighten out
and behave, or you might see a CIA take-over. I think
that now you can look forward more to a CIA
take-over than a revolution in America for the next
five years.
NOW: Do you think this country, with its present

GREGORY: I think the system is not worth saving. I
think we’ve never had the Constitution before. I
think it’s worth implementing the Constitution. If a
man changes my dollar to 98 cents, there’s nothing
wrong with the dollar. There’s something wrong with
the man. You’ve got to remove that man.
NOW: What do you think are the reasons for this
failure to implement the Constitution?
GREGORY: I think the political degeneracy in this
country. I think when Governor Brown was here we
had a beautiful democracy. It wasn’t the democracy
that was wrong, it was the sick degenerates. The
democracy can be no better than the people who run
it. We’ve never had pure, honest, ethical people in this
country. _4..
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YAF
(continued from page 3)
while they shouted, "We want Barry! We want
Barry!" At that time a well-known magazine covering
the rally said the mention of Herbert Hoover’s name
made the audience roar, Ike’s name caused polite
applause mixed with boos, and Harry Truman got
nothing but silence. Also at that time Goldwater told
the YAFers: "This country is being caught up in a
wave of conservatism that could easily become the
phenomenon of our time. Nobody knows for sure its
present strength or its future potential. But every
politician, newspaperman, analyst and civic leader
knows that something is afoot that could drastically

alter our course as a nation." And that it had its roots
in the -conservative movement- among college students.
The only thing that pulses deeper than Goldwater
in YAF’s heritage is Sharon, Conn., where, in
September 1960 and after three days of labor pains,
YAF was born at the home of William F. Buckley Jr.,
noted far -right-winger and editor of The National
Review. At that time a less than 400 word document,
now known as -The Sharon Statement," was adopted
as a charter of conservative principles for YAF. The
document calls on young YAFers to reaffirm certain
-eternal truths." Among these truths are the beliefs
that the only economic system compatible with
personal freedom is a market economy governed only
by supply and demand; that the best part of the

CAMPUS SPOTLIGHT
EDWIN BARRON

IP.

For five years Edwin Barron stayed behind the scenes
until his brilliant performance in the San Jose State
production of -Caesar and Cleopatra" earlier this
semester.
A drama instructor at SJS, Barron made his acting
debut at the nationally acclaimed Shakespearean
Festival in Ashland, Oregon. His wide variety of
acting experience has taken him from a desert ghost
town in Nevada to a Navy ship on the high seas with a
company called the "Poop Deck Players." In New
York, Barron has worked summer stock and
off-Broadway.

Constitution is in the clause that gives governing
power to the states or people in those areas not
specifically delegated to the Federal Government.
The "Sharon Statement" omits all reference to the
common good and limits the function of government
to protecting our economic and political freedoms by
maintaining internal order, providing for our national
defense and administering justice. With these beliefs it
is easy to see why YAFers are against Social Security
and believe that the answer to black power is black
capitalism.
"SDS attracts the middle and upper class. The kids
whose parents have made it, the kids who’ve never
really had to struggle and are looking for something, said Donald Feder, president of YAF in Massachusetts.
While one newspaper recently pictured three YAFers neatly dressed in suits and ties, another newspaper
carried a Chicano -looking YAFer in open collar and
jeans, and most YAFers reject the popular image of
themselves as tie -wearing squares. A lot of them, in
fact, have beards, wear blue jeans and use salty
language if it suits their purpose lone of their
underground papers is named Bull Sheet). And
perhaps some or most YAFers still fit the description
an English professor gave in 1961 when he sponsored
a chapter at the University of Michigan: "The likeliest
recruits are inclined to be sensibly clean people, not
liberal and dirty people. The complaint that -No one writes about
YAF ... but this year it’s going to be different- is
only three-quarters true. In the two-year period from
March ’61 to February ’63, the Readers Guide to
Periodical Literature (RGPL) lists 14 articles for YAF
and zero for SDS. However, for the ten-year span
running from March ’59 to March ’69, the RGPL
gives YAF a total of 18 to SOS’s 68.

Before coming to SJS, Barron was an artist in
residence at Stevens College, an exclusive women’s
school in Missouri. Fortunately for SJS, the cold
Eastern winters drove the native Oregonian back to
the West Coast.
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THOMAS LIVI NGSTON

If you want to write like a professional, learn from a
professional.
Thomas Livingston, instructor of English at San
Jose State College, is well equipped to teach English
148, fiction writing. He has had two novels published
and is presently completing his third. Livingston’s
first novel, -Paper Walls of Innocence,- was published
in 1963, and his second, -The Tower is Down,- in
1966. The latter, published in England, is now being
translated into German. His most significant short
story, -The Arbitrator," an account of a Black
nationalist assassin, was published in the May 1969
issue of Playboy Magazine.
Livingston began publishing while he was an
undergraduate at Stanford University. For five years
he lived in Europe and published in magazines with
such literary geniuses as famous French playwright
Jean Cocteau and Nobel Prize winner Samuel
Beckett.

And whether YAF will lead SDS in action and in
print in the next decade and thus change the habits
and direction of the ’chicken majority’ is anybody’s
guess. At this early date, only far -left computers and
soothsayers and deep -right Monday -morning quarterbacks and astrologers are placing bets.

CONSIGNMENT

FREE
(cash upon sale)
? Accent is on high sales performance.
10. We need new cars ... all types, all makes, any year.
P. We have too many buyers, and too much space
Or We need your car.
Our methods are designed to help YOU as we
help ourselves; we assume RESPONSIBILITY.)

INFORMATION: John Menlo 294-0321

great western
motors
Open 7 days 10-10
1199 So. First

PHOTO BY DAVID BURROWS

BARGAIN CITY

LYNN FACCHINI
The State College Admissions and Registration
Scheduling (SCARS) plan left its -scars" on Lynn
Facchini this fall. Thanks to modern computer
registration, the senior fine arts major found herself
enrolled for the fall semester in such classes as varsity
football and Army ROTC.
"I wasn’t scared to take the classes but I decided to
drop them because I knew one of those teachers
would make me cut my hair," quipped the green-eyed
brunette with waist -length hair.
It seems she had entered the wrong social security
number on her registration form, a number which
probably belonged to a male student on campus. Who
knows? In the mix-up, SJS may have lost a football
star or a five-star general to the fine arts.

Pea Coats

Combat Boots

Rain Gear

Tarps

Jackets
Camping Goods

Field Jackets
Polyfoam

Bell Bottom Pants
G.I. SURPLUS CLOSEOUTS
BANKRUPTCY STOCK

OPEN MON. - FRI., 9

6, SAT. 9 - 5

260 N. FIRST ST., SAN JOSE, 287-3942
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EUROPE JET
CHARTER FLIGHTS

SPRING AND SUMMER 1970
$135
$249
OAKLAND

ONE WAY
FROM

TO

LONDON

OAKLAND

ROUND TRIP
FROM

TO

LONDON

All flights are on DC -8 Jets with the latest and
finest in jet equipment.
gourmet meals will be served during
Delicious
normal meal hours at no extra charge.

I-

1970 JET CHARTER FLIGHTS TO EUROPE
Make your reservations NOW - SPACE IS LIMITED
ROLInd
Trip

No. 707

SAN FRANCISCO TO LONDON
LONDON TO SAN FRANCISCO

Leave:
Return:

MARCH 21
APRIL 5

$249.00

No. 217

SAN FRANCISCO TO LONDON
LONDON TO SAN FRANCISCO

Leave:
Return:

JUNE 14
SEPT. 10

$275.00

No. 418

SAN FRANCISCO TO LONDON
LONDON TO SAN FRANCISCO

Leave:
Return:

JUNE 15
SEPT. 14

$275.00

No. 101

SAN FRANCISCO TO LONDON
LONDON TO SAN FRANCISCO

Leave:
Return:

JUNE 16
AUGUST 30

$275.00

No. 206

SAN FRANCISCO TO LONDON
AMSTERDAM TO SAN FRANCISCO

Leave:
Return:

JUNE 17
SEPT. 13

$275.00

No. 508

SAN FRANCISCO TO LONDON
LONDON TO SAN FRANCISCO

Leave:
Return:

JUNE 22
SEPT. 2

$275.00

No. 771

SAN FRANCISCO TO LONDON
LONDON TO SAN FRANCISCO

Leave:
Return:

JUNE 25
AUGUST 13

$275.00

No. 992

SAN FRANCISCO TO LONDON
LONDON TO SAN FRANCISCO

Leave:
Return:

JUNE 26
JULY 24

$275.00

PHONE (415) 392-8513

No. 809

SAN FRANCISCO TO LONDON
LONDON TO SAN FRANCISCO

Leave:
Return:

JULY 2
SEPT. 1

$275.00

CONTACT.- C. WILSON

No. 906

SAN FRANCISCO TO LONDON
AMSTERDAM TO SAN FRANCISCO

Leave:
Return:

JULY 2
AUGUST 12

$275.00

No. 310

SAN FRANCISCO TO LONDON
LONDON TO SAN FRANCISCO

Leave:
Return:

JULY 6
AUGUST 19

$275.00

No. 211

SAN FRANCISCO TO LONDON
AMSTERDAM TO SAN FRANCISCO

Leave:
Return:

AUGUST 4
SEPT. 1

$275.00

All flights
Airport.

leave from the Oakland International

Children up to age 2 travel without charge; all
others pay the full fare.
Baggage is

limited to 55 lbs. per person.

ALSO AVAILABLE
Auto purchase or
auto lease
Eurailpasses
For Information or Reservations
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OR WRITE TODAY FOR FREE INFORMATION

(WARTED FLIGHTS
99.1 Markel St.
San Francisco, Calif.
9,1’03

ONE-WAY FLIGHTS ONLY

One
Way

No. 561

SAN FRANCISCO TO LONDON

Leave:

MARCH 22

$145.00

No. 421

SAN FRANCISCO TO LONDON

Leave:

JUNE 25

$165.00

Mail me full information on flight

No. 616

SAN FRANCISCO TO LONDON

Leave:

JULY 19

$165.00

NAME

No. 718

SAN FRANCISCO TO LONDON

Leave:

SEPT. 2

$135.00
$135.00
$135.00

ADDRESS
CITY & ZIP
SCHOOL

8 7 NOW

PHONE

L.

No. 891

SAN FRANCISCO TO LONDON

Leave:

SEPT. 10

No. 231

SAN FRANCISCO TO LONDON

Leave:

SEPT. 11

These flights are open to students, faculty, staff, employees and their immediate families.
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